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Res tene, verba sequentur*

A Reflection on Three Questions Concerning
the Re-telling of Sacred Stories and of Myths
(An Academically Disreputable Inquiry) 
Eva Brann
For John Roth 

Questions:
I. Are there canonical sources—gold-standards—for myths, and
how would we recognize them? 
II. Should our re-visioning of sacred persons and mythical people
stay true to the standard version? 
III. Should there be myth-dilations? 

Brusque answers: 
I. Yes, the two Bibles for sacred stories, and Homer, mainly, for
pagan myth. 
II. Yes, at least as far as their vitals, their life-data, the given facts,
are concerned. 
III. Yes, myths demand amplification. 

I. Gold-standards: Which and Why? 

1. The Hebrew Bible (including the Apocrypha) and the Christian
Bible palpably differ in authority from, say, gnostic gospels, such
as the Gospel of Judas, which is flagrantly fantastic and deliber-
ately contrarian. Since this little essay is mainly about pagan
myth, I shall stray into the Bible-related answer to the second
question with a testimonial and then have done with the Bible as
a canonical source. 
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Thomas Mann’s Joseph and His Brothers (1933-1943) is the
most expansive re-telling of the Hebrew Bible I know of, twenty-
six chapters of Genesis (24-50), roughly thirty-five pages, ex-
panded more than fifty-fold into eighteen-hundred pages. As far
as I can tell, this meticulous detailing, this exposé of the human
story behind the sacred story and of events not only on the living
earth and its terrestrial underworld, but also in a heaven of disaf-
fected angels, does not deviate one jot or tittle from the given
Biblical fact, what you might call the life-structure of the twelve
brothers and their one father and several mothers, nor are Mann’s
thousand-and-one concrete realizations of the laconic original in
any way factually incompatible with it. This disciplined faithful-
ness, I will claim below, imparts to the retelling a pithy vitality
that a looser treatment would dissipate. 

2. What can I mean by the “vital facts” of a mythical being? Here
is an anecdote that intimates what is meant by a fact:
Clemenceau, French prime minister from 1917-1920, during a
friendly discussion with a representative of the Weimar Republic
about what historians might write concerning German guilt for
the First World War, said: “This I don’t know. But I know for cer-
tain that they will not say that Belgium invaded Germany.” Facts,
when ascertainable, are interpretation-proof residues of reality.
By “vital” facts I mean biographical data of that sort.

Where are the facts of myth to be found? In the canonical ac-
count, the gold-standard telling. I will give an example of diver-
gent facts in different texts, which bear on the biographical
armature of Helen—the Helen of whom Marlowe asked: “Was
this the face that launch’d a thousand ships, / And burnt the top-
less towers of Ilium?”

Stesichorus, a prolific sixth-century B.C. poet of a wholly
lost oeuvre, wrote, conventionally, of a Helen who went to Troy.
For this imputation on her respectability, the gods blinded him
until he produced a palinode, a counter-song of retraction (retold
by Plato in Phaedrus 243), in which she never was in Troy, but
was rescued from her abductor Alexander in Egypt by its king.
Homer, we may infer, refused this retraction, which would have
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nullified his Iliad—and remained blind. The counter-canonical
tale, in which Troy harbored a phantasm of Helen, is accepted by
Herodotus (Persian War, 2.112 ff.). His motive is, I think, to rel-
egate to the status of “mythical” in the derogatory sense this early
West-East incursion. It is mere pre-history; history begins with
the datable antecedents to the East-West invasion of the Persian
War. Euripides later picks up this version in his Helen, a romance. 

3. Now why is Homer’s version the standard reference? How can
I know that? Well, first he precedes Stesichorus by roughly a cen-
tury, so the later writer is being reactive, derivative. Second,
Homer’s poems were saved, presumably deservedly. These are,
however, mere appeals to circumstance. The truly telling argu-
ment appeals to Homer’s greatness and the consequent poignant
actuality of his people. 

I aver that books come in an arguable continuum of judg-
ment-categories from really bad, through enjoyably competent,
to seriously good. But “great” is a category discontinuous with
this spectrum; it breathes in a different ether. The criteria are, in
fact, specifiable, although here only in abbreviated fashion: it is
sufficient to observe that the band of those who have actually
read the books in question tends to come together over their clas-
sification. For example, despite Hesiod’s wintry charm, I, at least,
have never heard anyone argue that he is seriously comparable
to Homer. 

Why not? What propels Homer, for those who have savored
him line by line, into a darling of the gods who blinded him not
as a punishment but to make him the fitter a conduit for the
Muses’ song—an artful “maker” (Greek: poietēs) of epic poetry,
yet not out of matter created by himself, but from fully formed
figures imparted to him by the Musical divinities (a distinction
elaborated below, in II.3 and 4). 

Take this very case—Helen. Stesichorus’s Helen is the
choice-less victim of an abduction, perhaps a rape. This Helen-
version saves her reputation but at the expense of her vitality.
Homer’s Helen is in every respect fully actual: She is, before her
escapade as she is after her recapture, tired of her limp husband
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Menelaus. She willingly runs off with the pretty-boy Alexander,
taking along Spartan treasure and leaving behind her baby-girl.
A real abductor would have forced her to bring the child, a valu-
able house slave, as we learn in the Odyssey (14.447). Helen is
indefeasibly seductive—she will make up to Alexander’s brother
Hector in Troy and beguile Odysseus’s son Telemachus in
Sparta—but she never likes the man she’s with. A funny line in
the mostly unfunny Iliad comes after she has watched her present
man skedaddle from the single combat with her husband, the con-
test arranged to end the Trojan war then and there. She has been
watching it from Ilium’s topless towers (or rather high walls) and
Aphrodite comes to her with an order: “Go to your man, he’s
waiting in your bedchamber.” And she says (at some length):
“Why don’t you go?” (3.395). This fatally beautiful, flagrantly
defective female is unsteady and willful and altogether a pres-
ence—the real Helen, a woman who makes choices, bad ones.
At home in Sparta she could have bid the charming Trojan prince
a suppressedly tearful good-bye. And he would have seen enough
to make that devastating choice, the so-called Judgment of Paris,
that threw the goddesses into the war-mode. This heedless pref-
erence for the mortal Helen over three immortals expressed by
Priam’s most light-weight son is, incidentally, alluded to only in
one line, late in the Iliad (24.28) and in very vague language not
naming Helen; clearly Homer thinks it’s a very subsidiary cause
for his war. So Helen’s vitals are not to be tampered with, unless
lots of evidence is adduced. —She was in Troy, all right. 

4. Some texts are excused from this obligation to preserve factu-
ality. For example, Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), in bulk the post-pagan
counterpart to Mann’s post-biblical Joseph, is not to be held to
any fact, but can be as factlessly atmospheric as the author likes,
because Ulysses is not Odysseus in his own place and time; rather
Bloom is the Jewish-Irish reincarnation, the avatar of a remote
pagan. 

Similarly Kazantzakis’s Odyssey: A Modern Sequel (1938),
a continuation grafted onto the twenty-second book of the
Odyssey, is a deliberate fantasy, a contravention of Homer’s ac-
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count of the hero’s return. In this epic, Odysseus returns for
good—a final return confirmed by a last short voyage in which
the sailor takes leave of his odysseian travels by going way in-
land, there to build a sailor’s cenotaph. Kazantzakis’s willful re-
writing of the Odyssey, three times the length of the Homeric
epic, pays a price: This new, entirely modern—here meaning in-
determinately straying—Odysseus and his wildly fantastic pil-
grimage are difficult to take in (and I can’t pretend to have gotten
far). Moreover, this new Odysseus, who takes off into the wild
blue yonder, introduces a duplicity, a rending, into the mythical
world: There are now two Odysseuses. This doubling is not the
same as two perspectives on one character. For example, we may
ask whether Aeschylus’s Clytemnestra commits an assassination
or performs an execution and if his Orestes commits a vengeful
matricide or performs a divinely-ordered retribution—but only
if there is one queen and one son about whom we ask. 

5. So Homer is not one of many, an idiosyncratic poetaster and
lax researcher who failed to acknowledge alternative versions.
His Helen is the Helen, not because, as I shall claim below, he
concocted, conflated, composed her cleverly, but because she
came to him. One way to put this is that, as he lived, blessedly,
with a tradition of tales from which to harvest concretely present
detail for his figures as well as hints of immemorial depth, so he
was unburdened by the scholar’s notion of “literature,” which re-
places the natural coherence of the imaginative world with the
learned administration of written texts. His highly formal and
consequently very expressive prosody, his clever punning and
sparely-expressed psychological complexity, are only embellish-
ments spun out of his artistry. —His people come from elsewhere
and they bring their own inimitable souls and their proper event-
fulness. He holds on to his people and the words do come: Res
tene, verba sequentur.

II. Canonical Revisioning: How and Why? 

1. From the writer’s perspective, adherence to the prototype is
profitable because the unconstrained, uncontained imagination
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goes flaccid; it becomes tautly concentrated when encased by the
cincture of fact. 

2. From the story’s perspective, one might well ask “what’s the
difference?” as long as the tale is well told. Well, it makes a great
difference for the epic world, the world of the imagination, into
which the story taps. In bringing an invented alternative, an in-
novation, into this world, the writer, as I said above, rends it, tears
its fabric—for the pagan myths form a coherent universe in their
own time and place. Now there will be two homonymous but dif-
ferent beings, both now vagrants in their territory, vying for le-
gitimacy. There seems to me to be an obligation for latter-day
writers to integrate their re-telling into its world—or why call
your creation “Helen”? Two Helens offend against Ockham’s
Razor by needlessly multiplying entities—a mere misdemeanor
in the realm of logic but a sort of sin against the land of the imag-
ination. 

3. Once the factual frame is subverted, the discipline is gone and
mere invention supervenes—that ludicrous human arrogation of
divinity called “creativity.” The tale now issues not from the char-
acter’s essence but from the writer’s, the faux-creator’s, inven-
tion. No longer does this author call on the Muses—“Sing,
goddess, the wrath” and “Speak to me, Muse, of the man”— but
on his own “creativity,” and all too often that piddling confection,
a literary creation, comes forth. Not, however, I hasten to say, in-
evitably, for human invention and artifice too can produce clever
and convincing works. So let me repeat here how a maker-poet
differs from a creator-poet. The former applies his well-trained
artistry to received material, of which more below (II.4); the latter
imitates God by making something out of nothing—in modem
parlance, out of his unconscious.

4. Disregard of Homer’s givens is an invitation to what appears
to me the most deleterious mode for making fictions: subjectivity.
Put positively, the poets that seem to me to make the most vital
fictions, beings that have more life and surely greater longevity
than real people (or animals: what real dog has lived through the
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millennia that Odysseus’s old Argos has?), are objective re-
porters. Beings come to them, become manifest, and press to be
bodied forth. They appear, to be sure, in the imagination, but they
are not made by the imagination. The poet is to be credited for
his acute internal vision. It achieves his beings’ thereness: their
imaginative concretion and verbal articulation, their human-all-
too-human particularity and definitive description. That
Odysseus has a long torso and short legs is well-observed by
Homer and his vivid word pictures come from keen looking—
the kind of seeing that blindness fosters.*

There is a curious notion that poetry is self-expression: Well,
lyric poetry perhaps, but surely not epic or epic-derivatives, in
which the rare “I” is authorial, or better, reportorial, and not per-
sonal. There is a second strange idea that authors’ sufferings bring
gravity to their work. Well, if so, probably more for readers who
seek in fiction the warm motions of feeling rather than the cool
delights of imagination. To me it seems that the maker’s emo-
tional vulnerabilities aren’t in it, at least not as generative prin-
ciples; sympathy for victimized women, abhorrence for brutal
men, these are imported latter-day sensitivities, romantic in mode
and contemporary in content; so conceived, figures can’t come
into their own. Take, on the other hand, a case of an author clearly
in love: Tolstoy with Natasha Rostov, as actual a being, both as
an enchanting girl and as a dowdy, demanding mater familias, as
ever walked the earth. —Surely, she appeared to him first, and
he couldn’t help but love her. I can’t imagine that she was con-
ceived to bolster the self-esteem of young wives thickening
around the middle. 

There is, to be sure, good subjective fiction as well, but its
appeal is to readers’ personal sensibilities or their special interest
in the author. Such fictions tend to lack that poignant particularity
which is the facade assumed by universality in epics and novels. 

In the course of the fifth century B.C., Odysseus seems to
have lost his Homeric standing—his vivid imaginativeness de-
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graded into self-serving lying, his ingenious versatility into base
scheming, his meaning-laden adventures into comic episodes.
Sophocles’s Philoctetes and Euripides’s satyr play, The Cyclops,
and minor pot-paintings are the evidence. Honest Homer gives
some cause for this view, to be sure, but why it took over, I don’t
know; perhaps Odysseus was regarded as a naturalized Athenian
and so fair game. But the Odysseus, Homer’s Odysseus, who has,
as the commander of his homeward-bound fleet, episodes of cul-
pable obliviousness, and, as the returned repossessor of his
palace, a moment of murderous rampageousness, is accorded
some justification: sheer exhaustion on the seas, and once at
home, the discovery that his palace is infested by a hundred-plus
uninvited suitors who have eaten out his substance, plotted to
murder his son, and all but committed outrage against his wife.
The Homeric Odysseus is a dilatory but faithful husband, bound
to a wife who is his equal and partner; he is an ever-mindful par-
ent who—as far as I know alone of all the heroes encamped be-
fore Troy—regularly refers to himself as a father, “the father of
Telemachus” (2.260, 4.354), a usually temperate and self-con-
trolled man, and, above all, a great poet, the poet of his own
odyssey. To see him as repulsive is to put in suspension his full,
his objective, his primary Homeric being in deference to a pre-
conceived sensibility. 

5. What, then, is the function of human imagination in making
fictions, and particularly in filling out myths? I think that there
are two imaginative functions: one is like a workshop, the other
like a reception area.* The workshop is an internal place where
human artfulness goes to work on given material to curry and ar-
ticulate it. The reception area is an internal place just waiting for
the Muses to present beings and the actions that spring from their
essence—that being a fancy way of saying outright what our con-
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temporaries find insupportably embarrassing: No one, no one
whosoever, has a non-evasive answer to the question where these
self-sustaining fictional beings come from. This I do know: that
their appearance in the imaginative chamber is what makes great
fictions objective—given rather than created. And that is pre-
cisely why it seems to me pusillanimous to refuse to consider a
theological explanation. 

6. Another charge against subjectivity in myth-adaptation is that
it invites indeterminacy. For while objectivity is apt to let cheer-
fulness break out, the subjective mode tends to ally itself with
the suffering moods. Now objective suffering has some tragic
clarity, but subjective suffering tends to willful irresolution. 

Irresolution, indeterminacy, is the via ignava, the “craven
way,” of the intellect; it is the enemy of openness, for it is a pow-
erful pre-entrenchment. The mantra “Life is very messy” shifts
responsibility to a non-being, “Life”; in sober fact, it is people
who make messes, and people are meant to unmake them. Some
tragic dilemmas have no solution, but all human conditions have
a resolution: a way we come to deal with them, either by a mas-
terful coping or by a determined resignation or by a decision to
take arms against a sea of troubles and by opposing end them. 

It seems to me that art, especially narrative art, should not be
so unlike human reality as to be terminally indeterminate, when
the human life-span is a concatenation of crises-plus-resolutions,
and the whole often reveals order in retrospect. So, also, then,
should works of art offer not escapism, to be sure, but some sort
of sublimation—which is but a sort of condition-transcending
conclusiveness. 

7. Aristotle says that plot (mythos) is the source, and as it were,
the soul of tragedy, because tragedy is primarily an imitation of
actions, and therefore only secondarily an imitation of agents
(Poetics 1450a40 ff.). In other words, the event structure deter-
mines the character. That may be true of tragedies, which are
brief cut-outs of extended life, concentrating on an event and its
actors. Epics, however (perhaps not the anonymous bardic songs
but surely the attributed Homeric poems), which are not under
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the Greek one-day time-limitation customary for tragedy, but are
time-extensible ad libitum (Aristotle, Poetics 1449b8-9), may be
said to work in reverse: the character extrudes, so to speak, the
events. Here the person determines the myth, at least in its de-
tailed realization: Its people act out who they are, and an old story
of one of those East-West women-stealings (which for Herodotus
are, as I said, the dubious pre-historic antecedents of the Persian
War) is turned by the canonically envisioned Helen-character into
a willful running-off. For real, round people, in life or fiction, are
not mere victims for long—and especially not in fiction, where
victim-types tend to make the plot peter out and thus to prevent
finalities. After all, waiting to be rescued is no life, and such
supine characters have no after-life either. Hence, one might
make it a rule of receptive imagining and so of fiction-writing—
a first bit of advice to authors-to-be: Before you even begin to
write, know what happens after your telling is done. For if you
don’t know that, you don’t know the meaning of your story. Real
characters must live out the afterlife you’ve made for them, and
their fate must backlight your story. 

8. Even a great work, like Charlotte Bronte’s best, Villette, is di-
minished by willful indefiniteness: By the last page we do not
know whether Lucy Snowe will receive her intended husband
back, saved out of the tempest encountered by his returning ship,
or will be left with the cold comfort of being the directress of a
well-established girls’ boarding school. There are, to be sure,
heavy hints at a shipwreck, but that is because the author, while
reluctant to burden her long-suffering heroine with one more final
disaster, also wishes to capture for her story the romantic gravity
of ultimate misfortune. But it is not done in good faith; Charlotte
Bronte must know whether his proper mythos makes the man
emerge safely—or drown. 

Terminal indeterminacy, abandoning the reader in medias
res, is not only irritating, it is irrealistic, for in real life M. Paul
either walks in the door of that pensionnat in the “clean
Faubourg” or he doesn’t. So also one of these options should turn
out to be a fact of the Muses’ tale; why, then, muddy the waters
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with that indecisively raging tempest at sea? Better to build in
some clear clues of eventuation; that done, it is, to be sure, a neat
trick of the story-telling art to finish before the conclusion, leav-
ing it for imaginative readers and epigonous myth-makers to clue
out the fact. 

III. Should there be myth-dilations? 

One feature of a solid, well-rounded item of reality is that its sub-
stance is attended by millions of strange shadows, or conversely,
that it offers indefinitely many perspectives: angular ones, as the
observer circumambulates the object, radial ones, as the viewer
pans in for close-ups and beyond. Well-actualized beings of the
imagination are just the same. The Muse-delivered prototype en-
trains multitudes of re-tellings; for the captivated imagination
there is no end of new views.
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WHERE, Then, Is Time?
Eva Brann

Let me first explain my odd-sounding title. It is a variation on
the most famous question-and-answer about time ever posed. It
comes from the eleventh book of Augustine’s Confessions, pub-
lished about 400 C.E.: This is his question: “What, then, is time?”
And this is his preliminary answer: “If nobody asks me, I know;
if I want to explain it to him who asks me, I don’t know.” But
that’s only the beginning. What follows is, to my mind, the deep-
est and most persuasive positive solution to the perplexity.

I

In modern times the most sophisticated and detailed answer is
given by Edmund Husserl in his book The Phenomenology of the
Consciousness of Internal Time, finished in 1917. It is essentially
an elaborated version of Augustine’s solution. Its title tells why
I have substituted “where” for “what” in Augustine’s famous
question: Time is, in both works, understood primarily as an
event within our soul (or, as it is called for the sake of scientific
respectability, the psyche). I might say here by way of clarifica-
tion that “soul” is traditionally used for the power from which
emanate all the activities of life, from sense perception through
all kinds of thinking to the intuition of supra-sensory being, while
“consciousness” applies only to the part of life that is aware or
self-aware. 

Now I hope you’ll forgive me if I do some more name-drop-
ping. It’s for distinguishing a second answer to the question
“Where is time,” namely outside, in the world, in nature. Three
great names—apparently—stand for this location: Plato, Newton,
and Einstein.

Eva Brann is a tutor and former dean at St. John’s College in Annapolis.
This lecture was originally presented at the United States Naval Obser-
vatory in Washington, D.C. on 11 December 2015.
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Plato’s dialogue Timaeus (circa 360 B.C.E.) is, into modern
times, the classical astronomer’s very own work. The reason is
that it provides one set of conditions under which it is plausible
to make finite models of the world. That condition is that there
be a uni-verse, a well-ordered cosmos consisting of an encom-
passing starry sphere, an inner array of closed, non-intersecting
planetary orbits, including that of the sun, and a stable center for
the human observer, the earth. Of this world it is possible to pro-
duce a moving mathematical model called an orrery. And the rea-
son we can model the world is that it is itself the incarnation of a
timeless ideal model, a mathematical paradigm for an incarnation
that is the work of a divine craftsman. 

Time is built into this cosmic universe by the god, who, upon
having “thought of making a certain movable image of eternity,”
at once so ordered the heavens that they were “an eternal image
going according to number, which we have given the name Time.”
In other words, the whole cosmos is a clock, whose starry sphere
is a moving dial at night and the tip of whose hand is the planet
Sun, marking out the hours of the day by its positions in the sky
or by the shadows it causes the style of a sundial to cast.

Next, Newton, who states very definitively in his Mathemat-
ical Principles of Natural Philosophy of 1687, his Principia, that
there is an “Absolute, true and mathematical time,” an equable,
independent flux, distinct from that relative time which is only
the measure of some, presumably reliable, even motion. 

And finally, in his introduction of special relativity, the 1905
paper “On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies,” Einstein says
boldly that for local time, the definition of time can simply be
“the position of the small hand of my watch” (I, para 1). In other
words, time is what the clock tells.

These three understandings of the source of time seem cer-
tainly to place it squarely outside of consciousness, into nature,
namely as the divinely made heavens themselves, or as a univer-
sal stream within them, or as a humanly made artifact, a clock.

However, the externality really only works for Einstein, for
whom time, local or astronomical, is operationally defined in
terms of a theory of measurement based on the postulates of rel-
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ativity, a measurement by which astronomically remote clock
time can be compared with local time. But even in that case it
isn’t clear whether time so defined is established as external or
rather abolished altogether, being a  mere designation for loca-
tions on an analogue dial or a digital register.

One more name here, actually the earliest to do away with
time: Aristotle, in the fourth book of his Physics (after 335 B.C.E.),
defines time as the counted number of a locomotion according
to before and after. In other words, time is no visible or sensed
something, such as a designated heavenly appearance or a per-
vasive flux, but just an activity of counting passages. And, as I
said, it seems to me that Einstein’s positivist, boldly practical un-
derstanding has the same effect: It’s not time but stations of
movement, the position of mobiles like clock hands, that is real.
So if time is outside, it’s just one unit motion measuring out or
counting up another motion. But then again, counting is ulti-
mately a psychic activity; if we didn’t have the experience of
counting up moments internally, we couldn’t interpret a digitally
displayed aggregate as time that has passed. 

It’s even worse with Plato’s and Newton’s view of time. Con-
sider this: Some of the greatest works at the beginning of the sci-
ences of nature are theologies. Certainly the Timaeus introduces
a divinity, a divine artificer. But above all, so does Newton’s
Principia. He devotes its final pages to an exposition of God in
Nature which ends with the words: “And thus much concerning
God; to discourse of whom from the appearances of things, does
certainly belong to Natural Philosophy.” 

In his Optics Newton says, moreover, that these appearances
betoken an incorporeal Being “who in infinite Space, as it were
in his sensorium, sees the things themselves intimately.” He
means that space is that part of God’s soul in which he receives
sensory impressions—presumably including primarily the tem-
poral flux, which could, perhaps, be understood as his stream of
consciousness. 

So also does Plato in the Timaeus ultimately put time inside
the soul, an encompassing world soul: For his divine craftsman
wraps the cosmos with bands of soul-stuff, structured by musical
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ratios so as to impart rationality and beautifully proportioned mo-
tion to the world within. In this strange and wonderful cosmol-
ogy, the soul is the cincture, the sash of the world’s body.

The point I’m making is that if you ask the question: “Is time
internal or external?,” there appear to be some great scientists
who believe the latter, but if you ask it differently: “Is time in the
world or in consciousness, the number of such believers is re-
duced, because they think that the world itself is comprehended,
activated, by a sort of soul. And, as I said, there are those who
reduce going time to the counting of passage and told time to the
number pointed at on a dial (which is itself a motionless imitation
of a celestial circuit) or displayed on a screen (which is a lifeless
imitation of a soul seen counting). In effect, they too do away
with time as a distinctive “something.” It is nothing but one mo-
tion used to measure another.

II

The questions “What or where is time” now seem to need to be-
come ultimate, to demand: “Is there time at all?” Perhaps a ver-
sion of more immediate interest to you is: Is the dimension “t”
really needed in formulas of physics? I have tried to read books
like Julian Barbour’s The End of Time (2000), whose high level
arguments for the abolition of time from physics I am not com-
petent to understand. But there is a very elementary consideration
along the same lines: Diagrams in elementary kinematics tend
to get loci of paths by plotting distance against time, but time it-
self is represented by distance, the t-axis (Galileo, Two New Sci-
ences, Book IV, Theorem 1). Now most objects we symbolize,
we re-present in the dimension in which they actually exist, be
they visual, that is spatial, or auditory or tactile. For example,
the eight-sided sign that verbally says STOP, or crosses out motion
with the cross-symbol X, is itself in the plane dimension of space,
and that, in turn, is the dimensionality of the viewing plane of our
vision—for the third dimension is an experiential inference from
the two-dimensional picture plane onto which sight-lines from the
depths of space are projected—ultimately our retina. But when an
item is not representable in its own physical dimension (because
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it has none), be it an idea, an angel, or infinity, we are alerted that
something about it is not, so to speak, kosher. And all the images
of time I know of are indeed either spatial extensions marked by
selected now-points or registered counts of sensory pulses from
heart beats down to atomic periods.

But if that’s the only way to get hold of time, then time has,
as I said, been nullified: It’s just a way of measuring something,
say, life lived or ground covered, by means of the continuous mo-
tion of some uniformly moving mobile or the continual accumu-
lation of some equably occurring events.

Are these notions a scientist needs to worry about? Well, no,
the realm in which questions of Being or Nonbeing are at home
is not a venue for result-oriented research. It’s a place to park
questions that need to be bypassed when you have engaging and
preoccupying research to do. They’ll keep there for the time
when you can’t help yourself because you really want to under-
stand the postulated conditions of science, which cannot them-
selves be science.

The American psychologist William James knew as much
about the human soul as about the scientific psyche. I mentioned
“Phenomenology” before, when I cited Husserl’s work on inter-
nal time. Phenomenology is the careful description of the consti-
tution of consciousness. I believe that James was actually the
transatlantic founder of this European movement, because I can-
not think of a more acute analysis of our internal life than he pres-
ents in his short Psychology of 1892. In the Epilogue to this
classic he says plainly and candidly what we all need to hear. He
regards himself as a natural scientist and takes that to involve two
postulates: 1. Determinism—that all events are rigidly con-
strained by the laws of nature, and 2. Atomism—that the stuff
participating in these events consists of massy elementary parti-
cles, which are in force relations to each other. These claims ap-
plied to psychology make it a science and the psyche a naturally
constrained entity. In effect this means that our physiology de-
termines our psychology.

Ethics, James then says, makes a counterclaim: Our wills are
free. Scientists do not concern themselves with spontaneity and
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freedom. Then he goes on: “The forum where they hold [such]
discussions is metaphysics. Metaphysics means only an unusually
obstinate attempt to think clearly and consistently.” He continues:
A specialized scientist’s “purposes fall short of understanding
Time itself . . . and as soon as one’s purpose is the attainment of
the maximum of insight into the world, the metaphysical puzzles
become the most urgent of all.”

III

So let me launch into one account of time that I find both in ac-
cord with experience and elegant in its presentation. It is that of
Augustine, with which I began. I am not quite sure if his under-
standing is metaphysical or theological. I’ve never read a great
theologian about whom I was clear whether he was more meta-
physician or more believer—probably each for the sake of the
other: “I believe so I may understand” says Anselm in his Proslo-
gion of the later eleventh century—and, though he denies it, per-
haps the converse is true as well. Allow me to point out that
scientists do just the same: They accept postulates on faith so that
they may do research, and they do research so that they may find
a truth.

If it is the case that time never makes its appearance out in
the world but only motion is in evidence, then either time is not
or it is in the only other venue of which I can think, inside our
soul. As one of our seniors (Maxwell Dakin) put it to me when I
took him to lunch: “We aren’t in time, but time is in us.” For Au-
gustine time is internal psychologically but also external theo-
logically. When physical time has been shown to lack all physical
evidence and therefore to be scientifically void, it might still be
theologically real. 

Augustine’s manuscripts contain no diagrams, as far as I
know. Yet his exposition of time seems eminently diagrammable,
and that’s how I’ll present it—to be internally imagined rather
than externally projected.

Inscribe, then, in the mental field of your imagination an up-
right line. Make it finite in length, for it is to stand for your mortal
soul, but also indefinite, for it is to represent that expansible stor-
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age, the part of the soul called the memory, and also those for-
ward-projected images termed expectations. That is to say, points
on it are moments of memory, long ago or recent, and also hopes
and fears, near or far off.

Now set this perpendicular across a horizontal straight line.
That line will be quite definitely finite, for it represents the world
moving from the week of its creation to the last judgment and
the somewhat less well-defined end-time: Solvet saeclum in fav-
illa, “Secular time will dissolve into ashes,” as goes the sacred
text, the Requiem. The crossing, it would be the “origin,” the zero
point (if we were to think of this picture anachronistically as a
diagram of Cartesian x- and y-axes) represents the location where
we, our aware soul or consciousness, take place, so to speak,
where we are actually present in and to the ongoing world as its
participating eye-witnesses. The part of the psychic upright below
the world-line represents the past, all the memories left by the
passing present that have been pushed down, point by memory-
point, into the deeper past, way back to earliest childhood. The
part of the upright above the world-line represents what we might
call “future-memory” or expectations, our projection of images,
drawn from modified memory, onto the future motions of the
world. The closer to the origin, the present, the sooner and more
likely are our predictions to come about and the more effective
are our anticipatory decisions.

So far this is a plane figure, but there is also a line through the
origin into the third dimension. Augustine calls this z-axis extensio,
which means roughly “outreach.” It represents the access we have
to unmoving timeless realms, such as mathematics, eternal verities,
and, above all, to the Divinity, whose time is the so-called “stand-
ing now” (nunc stans) of theology, within which our moving world
is an infinitesimal interlude. “Extension” is thus our stretching to-
ward immortality, and it has no definable extent.

The upright soul-axis, on the other hand, he calls “disten-
tion.” By the z-axis we reach out beyond ourselves; by the x-axis,
our consciousness, we are distended, prolonged, so to speak,
within ourselves. Though we live in zero-time, within the present
moment, on the cusp of now, we carry above and below this
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crossing of world and awareness all our past in memory and our
future in expectant imagination. Though pointillistic beings in
actual world-presence, we are all there simultaneously in tempo-
rally ordered memory and expectation. We contain all the time
there is for us individually, all our past and all our future, present
within us. So I will quote Augustine’s famous formulation of ex-
clusively internal time. He says:

Such three [past, present, future] are indeed in our
soul and elsewhere I do not see them. The present
of what has gone by is memory, the present of what
is present, eyewitness, the present of what is future,
expectation. (11.20)
The future, therefore, is not a long time, for it is not,
but the long future is merely a long expectation of
the future. Nor is the time past a long time, for it is
not, but a long time past is merely a long memory
of past time. (11.28)

In my youth I was an archaeologist, digging up the past in
Greece. You astronomers are, similarly, the archaeologists of the
universe, the experts of experts in pastness. Nothing comes to
your eyes but what is aeons in the past. 

How then can Augustine say to us that the past that is not
specifically ours as memory has passed away? Well, if I dig up,
say, an Attic cooking pot, rough, undecorated, and with a black-
ened bottom, that pot is not past but present. The same for the
stars of which you capture evidence in your observatory. What
makes the pot a survival of the past, the kind called “historical
evidence,” is what might be called external memory. The fact that
the pot is deep beneath the earth’s surface, buried in strata that
are analogous to the soul’s memory stratification doesn’t help to
make it past; its thereness is still now. But the fact that there are
written epics and histories and other transmitted memories of the
“glory that was Greece,” together with some common sense
which tells me that they too boiled their beans—those circum-
stances make me infer a past beyond my own birth, a past-pot,
so to speak, made 2,500 years before I was born.
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I think it must be the same for you: You have ways of cal-
culating the distance of the starry objects you focus on and you
know the travelling speed of the signals they emit, and so you
calculate your way back into a past that is, in fact, over: That
past, however, is now for you or it is not at all. There is an argu-
ment that world time must be real because it comes in different
configurations: The orbital times of classical Newtonian dynam-
ics are cyclical and reversible. You can run the heavenly clock
backwards without damage to the laws of nature. And there is the
so-called “arrow of time” for a thermodynamic understanding of
the world as progressing, or rather deteriorating, into disorder in
the absence of shots of energy. And there is the theological view
I just referred to, in which the universe occupies a stretch of time
inserted into an atemporal eternity with a dramatic first week and
a less clear-cut end. This theological time-line is mirrored in cos-
mology by the claim that time has a spectacular beginning but a
fizzling end, if any. I should add here quickly that I am not pre-
tending to understand these temporal possibilities. I just read
about them. But this I do see: All these theories are actually about
the measurements of motions and in them time may be a conven-
ient symbolic dimension, but it’s not a substantial being; the pres-
ent alone, our being there, is real. It is not time that displays
diverse qualities but particles of matter that obey different laws
of motion. Augustine, it seems to me, saves our sense that we
ourselves are temporal in the absence of any evidence that nature,
the world of bodies in motion, is so.

Let me, finally, speak of a culminating clarification Augustine
has accomplished. He has explained why time is naturally thought
of as having three phases. The explanation is in terms of three psy-
chic capacities: In our memory we store away in a time-generating
order reproducible moments of the world’s motions and events
that have come to our attention. Those observations yield a past
with a chronological structure. Through sensory awareness we
live now, in an actual, if momentary, presence. That is our present,
our now. And in our imagination, which is memory in its trans-
figuring mode, we prefigure, expectantly, in hope, fear, or resig-
nation, things that might come to be. That’s the future.
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IV
Allow me to end with a particular preoccupation of mine. When
I say that only the now is real, I may seem to claim that life in
the “just now” is the life there is. The Latin word for “just now”
is modo, from which comes our word “modernity.” Living in the
“just now,” in expectation of the next “just now,” does seem to
be a primary feature of modern life with its obsession for the
short-term, for speed and novelty. In fact, the adverb “now” is
etymologically related to “new” (Indo-European: newo). I’m all
for making the most of our moments, but not so much insofar as
they confront us with that hard-edged brash factuality, called re-
ality. I have more faith in actuality, which I think of as bringing
vibrant significance to our lives. But that’s a long story not for
today, so let me dwell instead for a moment on the comparative
residual powers of the past and the future.

The past has passed away; we say “it was.” But the verb was
is a tensed form of is. For my part, I do not believe that anyone
can succeed in recalling the past into the present, as a German
historian (Leopold von Ranke) famously demanded of history: It
should render the past “as it really, effectively had been” (wie es
wirklich [or eigenlich] gewesen ist). That is impossible for two
reasons: First, because, since a human day has 24 x 60 = 1440
minutes, called “specious presents” by William James (Psychol-
ogy (1892), Chapter XVII), meaning lived moments, an ade-
quately real history would have to take account of and pass
judgement on each of these moments, both psychic and physical,
of every dead human being as well as every resultant group ac-
tivity—which would be a practically infinite task even if the ma-
terial were actually accessible. And second, it is impossible
because I believe that a thoughtful person coming to grips with
the past will have to go schizophrenic, that is, “split-minded,” in
order to entertain the following, unavoidable dual persuasion: On
the one hand, it is simply not determinable that there is a past
that has actually happened, because the conduct of human indi-
viduals, like the behaviors of electrons, may be terminally uncer-
tain for an observer in a way analogous to the Uncertainty
Principle of physics: The historian’s observational perspective
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cannot help but suppress one feature of a situation in focusing on
another. Or even worse: Perhaps human life is just not ultimately
determinable because of our incurable inability to penetrate peo-
ple’s interior or, yet worse, because human beings are in them-
selves indeterminable, perhaps more radically than electrons.

On the other hand—and here’s what splits the mind—who
can avoid believing that there really was one way it had actually
been in the past, that some things were the case and others not?
Thus when some revisionists were arguing that the Germans had
not indisputably initiated the First World War, the French states-
man Clemenceau said something to this effect: “At least no one
will claim that on the night of August 3, 1914 the Belgians in-
vaded Germany.”

So, all that said, whether the established past is always a tiny
selection of the real past, or the real past is itself in principle un-
certain, either within clear limits or with large latitude, it seems
extreme to say that the past is totally not. There is a roughly re-
coverable past, especially by means of written works. And (I want
to say this briefly but emphatically) the depth and coherence of
the present depends on being mindful of this past. That too is a
subject for a different lecture.

So I come to my concluding expression of personal opinion.
Just as it seems to me essential to coherent living to ascribe actuality
to the past, so it seems to me essential to effective action to deny it
to the future: The future is far more not than the past. In fact it is a
big Nothing—at least the human future is just a nonbeing.

I am an amateur reader of anthropology, and here’s a perti-
nent anthropological discovery from the Andes.* In most cultures
the future is thought of as confronting us, coming toward us, ex-
isting ahead of us. In the Andes of South America there is, how-
ever, a language, Aymaran, and its speakers for which the future
comes up from behind. These people use the Aymaran word for

*Rafael Nuñez and Eve Sweetser, “With the Future Behind Them: Con-
vergent Evidence From Aymara Language and Gesture in the Crosslin-
guistic Comparison of Spatial Construals of Time,” Cognitive Science
30 (2006): 1-49.
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“back” to refer to future events and gesture behind them to indi-
cate its coming. This way is highly unusual, but to me it makes
perfect sense. There is a future that is fixed from the past, that
future which is predictable because past events are determinately
causative. Thus having a bad drought in the summer just behind
you makes a poor harvest in fall to come a practical certainty.
Above all, celestial motions, which are fixed by natural law, are
highly predictable; thus an Ephemeris gives the coordinates of
celestial bodies way into the future. That’s a way of saying that
the future is determined from behind us, since prior causes de-
termine posterior effects—certainly in large-scale nature.

There’s a huge “but.” Determinists will argue that we human
beings are also bits of nature and entirely determined by brain
action. If we only knew the brain’s condition in every detail we
could entirely predict a human being’s action. Never mind the
practical impossibility of complete information; if we are alto-
gether parts of nature, absolute prediction is in logical principle
possible, and impracticable only in mere fact. Then there is in-
deed a future, though not one coming at us but one issuing from
our circumstances.

But it is possible that we have a capacity for spontaneity of
action based on liberty of choice and freedom of decision. If that
is the case, then the human aspect of the future is indeed a great
big Nothing until we, here and now, decide to give it the shape
we choose. It may be that the antecedent causes of choice, which
are trains of thought, are even more exigently binding than the
laws of nature, but they include an element of weighing and judg-
ing that is inviolably ours. If there is this parallel track of free
choice, then this is what those future-gurus deserve who under-
take to tell us what the future holds and sends at us, “like it or
not,” and who advise us to prepare for and accommodate to these
futuristic advents, even if we judge them to be bad—on pain of
being overrun by them. They deserve to be told that they are try-
ing to invade the realm of our expectations and intending to high-
jack our imaginations. In other words they are attempting to
curtail our freedom, and their bid to have us bow to their in-
evitabilities should be met with a counter-bid for them to butt
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out. For to the question “where is time?” the answer is: For sure
not in the future; the human future is nonexistent until we imag-
ine it and act accordingly—and by then it’s already the present. 

Let me hasten to say as my final point: Our free choice,
which is, as I’ve said, sure to be ultimately quite constrained by
the demands of truth-seeking thought, has at least an initial mo-
ment of spontaneity, when we focus our attention on a subject
and commit ourselves to thinking it through—on its terms. This
spontaneity, this freedom, seems to me to be anchored in two,
somewhat iffy facts. One is the powerful, personal experience of
being my-self, my own mistress, unavoidably in charge. The
other is the powerful public sense of not belonging entirely to
myself but of willingly surrendering part of me to my commu-
nity—and that this is a particularly telling practice of freedom.
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Music and the Idea of a World

Peter Kalkavage

“Music, too, is nature.”
—Victor Zuckerkandl,

Sound and Symbol

This lecture explores the differences between two perspectives on
music: one ancient, one modern. The texts I have chosen are
Plato’s Timaeus, a dialogue that freshmen will read in seminar to-
ward the end of the year, and Schopenhauer’s The World as Will
and Representation, a great book not on the program. Each of
these works presents an all-embracing account of the world—a
cosmology—that highlights the bond between world and music.
I hope that my study in contrast will lead us to a deeper under-
standing of music as it relates to the whole of all things, our human
condition and our happiness. I also hope that it will show why
music is the most comprehensive of the liberal arts, and why it is
the case that to speak about music is to speak about everything. 

My talk has three parts. In the first, I focus on the central role
that music plays in Timaeus’ cosmological optimism. According
to Timaeus, the world of Becoming is a beautiful work of art
ruled by the supreme goodness of intelligent divinity. In Leibniz’s
phrase, it is the best of possible worlds. In the second part, I turn
to Schopenhauer’s cosmological pessimism, according to which
the world is not the shining forth of intelligent purpose but the
work of a blind urge that Schopenhauer calls the will. Music, for
Schopenhauer, is the most potent and truthful of the arts because
it is a “copy [Abbild] of the will itself.” In the third part of my
talk I offer, by way of a coda, some thoughts on music and world
in the context of the Bible. 
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Part One. Rootedness and Musicality

The Timaeus is Plato’s most overtly musical work. Music is
prominent in other dialogues as well, notably in the Republic and
Laws, and in the Phaedo, where Socrates calls philosophy “the
greatest music” (61A); but it is so much a part of the form and
substance of the Timaeus that the dialogue may be said to be all
about music. 

The projected drama of the Timaeus is a performance by
three illustrious political men, whose task is to entertain Socrates
with a feast of speech: Timaeus of Italy, Hermocrates of Sicily
and Critias of Athens. A fourth was supposed to have joined them,
but he is a no-show. The men who did show up form a trio of
poet-rhetoricians, who have agreed to gratify Socrates’ desire to
behold his best city, which he had described on the previous day,
engaged in the words and deeds of war (19B-20C). The star of
the show is officially Critias, who boasts about how he will har-
monize the particulars of Socrates’ city in speech with those of
an ancient unsung Athens. This Athens of old, Critias claims, re-
ally existed once upon a time and nobly fought against the inso-
lent kings of Atlantis. But Timaeus upstages Critias with his long
speech about the cosmos and proves the superior poet. How can
one top a magnificent, richly detailed speech about the whole of
all things—the cosmology that is the unmatched model for all
cosmologies to come?

Early in the Timaeus, we hear about the importance of music
in human communal life, as Critias recollects what his great-
grandfather and namesake experienced when he was a young boy.
This Critias joined other boys in a music contest in which they
sang poems recently composed by the lawgiver Solon (21B). The
contest was part of the boys’ initiation into their family tribe and
took place during a festival in honor of Dionysus, the god of in-
toxication. It depicts the very moment in which impressionable
youths are officially rooted in their tribe, and by extension their
city. Through the act of singing, the opinions of Solon take root
in these young souls and become authoritative. They become
things not merely heard and obeyed but imbibed, incorporated
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and cherished. A similar ritual enrooting is at work, as we shall
see, in the speech of Timaeus. 

We know from the Republic that music, which for the Greeks
includes poetry, is dangerous. Because music has the power to
shape the soul for good or ill, to make it orderly or disorderly, an
account of the best regime must include a critique of music as
one of its prime components. At one point Socrates tells us why: 

So, Glaucon, . . . isn’t this why nurture in music is most
sovereign? Because rhythm and concord most of all sink
down into the inmost part of the soul and cling to her
most vigorously, bringing gracefulness with them; and
they make a man graceful if he’s nurtured correctly, if
not, then the opposite (401D5-E1).1

The passage underscores the tremendous power of music and
shows why music is crucial to moral-political education. It re-
calls the final book of Aristotle’s Politics, which treats the mu-
sical education of those who are to be free human beings and
good citizens. 

Plato and Aristotle realize that we are on intimate terms with
music. The intimacy verges on the supernatural, since music
seems to be a kind of magic that causes the listener to be held
and spellbound. Music, like Orpheus, enthrals. Aristotle observes
at the beginning of his Metaphysics that sight is the privileged
sense, the one that we hold most dear and that most reveals the
differences of things. Musical hearing can lay claim to another
kind of privilege. Music has an intense personal inwardness, an
immediate emotional effect and a power to form our character,
opinions and way of life. In moving our affections it moves our
whole being. This is the ground of the danger that music poses.
In music there is no safe distance between perceiver and per-
ceived, as there is in sight. There is also no refuge: we cannot
turn away from music as we can from a thing seen, since music
is not spatially bounded but sounds everywhere. Moreover, in lis-
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tening to a piece of music, we are not free to survey its parts at
will, as we can with an object that is seen, but must wait for a
moment to sound.2 The tones come when they want to. And yet,
listening to music is more than mere passivity, for it affects us
by virtue of its forms and structures. Listening, in other words,
is an act, in which we not only feel but also perceive. This is the
paradox that is music, which can overwhelm our reason and self-
control but always through the order and precision of its tones
and rhythms. To borrow terms made famous by Nietzsche, music
could not be Dionysian if it were not thoroughly Apollinian,
which it must be if it is to be an art at all.

As I mentioned earlier, Timaeus’ speech—or, as he famously
calls it, his “likely story” (29D)—is an effort to put the world of
Becoming in the best possible light. It is a defence of Becoming
in response to Socrates’ indictment in the Republic. In that dia-
logue Socrates tells Glaucon that genuine education turns the soul
away from Becoming or flux and toward the changeless realm
of Being (7.518C). It leads the potential philosopher out of the
cave of opinion and up into the sunlight of truth. The likely story
takes us in the opposite direction—from Being down to Becom-
ing. It tells us how a craftsman-god, who is without envy and
very ingenious, and who gazed on archetypal Being, brought
order to the primordial chaos through a combination of provi-
dence and the beautiful structures of mathematics. Timaeus calls
his speech both a mythos or story and a logos or account. Socrates
calls it a nomos, which in Greek means law and song, as well as
custom and convention (29D). The word implies that Timaeus’
cosmology is a form of quasi-political music. This music estab-
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2. For a discussion of the difference between seeing and hearing, see
Hans Jonas, The Phenomenon of Life: Toward a Philosophical Biology
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966): “For the sensation of
hearing to come about the percipient is entirely dependent on some-
thing happening outside his control, and in hearing he is exposed to the
happening . . . he cannot let his ears wander, as his eyes do, over a field
of possible percepts, already present as a material for his attention, and
focus them on the object chosen, but he has simply to wait for a sound
to strike them: he has no choice in the matter” (139).
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lishes our right relation to the cosmic whole whose offspring we
are. It makes us law-abiding citizens of the world—good cos-
mopolitans. By playfully re-enacting the birth of the cosmos,
Timaeus is attempting to persuade his listeners, Socrates in par-
ticular, that the world of body and flux, properly understood, is
worthy of our serious attention, emulation and praise. All the
mathematical constructions and stories are songs that commem-
orate the Great Founding. By “singing” these songs of law and
order, we celebrate our cosmic roots. Moreover, since the world
for Timaeus is a god (34B), physics comes on the scene as the
truest act of piety.

Musical references abound in the likely story. The primordial
chaos is said to be unmusical or out of tune (30A), and the move-
ment of the stars resembles a choric dance (40C). The elusive re-
ceptacle or matrix—the cosmic “mother” who shakes the four
elemental bodies into their proper places when they wander, like
wayward children—gives the world a rhythmic sway (52C-53A).
The sway is evident in all cyclic movement: our heartbeat,
breathing and walking, in the vibrating string and pendulum,
swings and cradles, and the undulating surface of the sea. The
construction of the regular geometric solids is also music. Here
Timaeus ingeniously harmonizes these beautiful sphere-like
shapes—tetrahedron, octahedron, icosahedron and cube—with
the observable properties and behaviour of the four elements:
fire, air, water and earth (53D-E).

The greatest musical moment in the story is the construction
of the musical scale out of ratios of whole numbers (35A-36B).
It is based on the Pythagorean discovery that the intervals that
make up melody—octave, perfect fifth, perfect fourth, etc.—are
produced by string-lengths that are in small whole number ratios.
Much can be said about the god’s act of scale building, especially
in light of the problem it solves, namely, the natural incompati-
bility of some intervals with others. Here I must rest content with
a brief summary. Timaeus’ god builds the world soul out of mu-
sical ratios, having first mixed together forms of Being, Same
and Other. He then cuts and bends the scale-strip to form the ro-
tation of the celestial sphere and the orbits of the planets (36B).
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These periodic movements, which constitute time, are not only
the music in the sky but also the reflections of divine thought,
whose image we carry around in our sphere-shaped heads.

For Timaeus, musicality is the sum of human virtue and the
ground of happiness. By musicality I mean the adjustment of all
our actions to the regular, periodic movements of the heavens.
To be virtuous and happy is to conform to the cosmic law and to
move in sync with the music of the whole. It is to live a life that
is in every respect well timed, symmetrical and balanced—the
life of a star. We achieve balance when, for example, in devoting
ourselves to study, we also make sure we get enough rest and
physical exercise (88A). The most essential human musicality
comes from astronomy. This is not because the beauty of the
whole is most apparent in the visible heavens, but because the
heavens are the home of thought in its healthiest, most regular
form. To think the heavenly motions, to discern the ratios in the
sky, is to be one with that condition of intellectual health and con-
summate musicality enjoyed perpetually by the world soul.

I have said that the likely story is a song that celebrates our
cosmic roots. But it is also the story of a fall. In the book of Gen-
esis, there is creation and fall; in the Timaeus creation is fall. As
I noted earlier, world building starts at the top and goes down—
just like a Greek musical scale. It goes from Being to Becoming
and from the best things in the world to the worst. The lower,
subhuman animals are generated by intellectual devolution. This
is the process in which human beings lose their divine intelli-
gence by having lived an acosmic, disorderly life and must re-
enter Becoming in an animal form suited to their moral and
intellectual degradation. The likely story begins with the heavens
and ends with shellfish, creatures that contain the souls of hu-
mans who in their previous lives exhibited what Timaeus calls a
“total lack of musicality” (92B).3 But even these lowest beings
enhance the beauty of the whole, since without them the cosmic
scale of life would lack its lowest notes and be incomplete.
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3. Translations of the Timaeus are from Plato: Timaeus, trans. Peter
Kalkavage (Newburyport, MA: Focus Press, 2001).
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According to Timaeus, our souls originated as pure intellects,
each living in its own star. In being born, we become profoundly
disordered. We leave off being star-lords and become mindless,
inarticulate babies, beings incapable of controlling any of their
movements. That is why education is necessary—because, as
fallen stars, we must recover “the form of [our] first and best con-
dition” (42D). Mathematical astronomy is the most important
part of education because it is the means by which we humans,
whom Timaeus calls heavenly plants, return to our roots in the
sky (90A). It is also the highest form of therapy. By engaging in
astronomy, the human intellect, which grew ill at birth, comes to
itself and recovers its circular movement, former health and
proper functioning as the guide and navigator of daily life. We
study astronomy so that by “imitating the utterly unwandering
circuits of the god [Cosmos], we might stabilize the wander-
stricken circuits in ourselves” (47C). Music that is heard and felt
plays a similarly therapeutic role. The gods gave us music “not
for the purpose of irrational pleasure…but as an ally to the circuit
of the soul within us when it’s become untuned, for the purpose
of bringing the soul into arrangement and concord with herself”
(47D-E).

On this note of music as therapy, I conclude the first part of
my talk. I now turn to a very different account of music and
world.

Part Two. From Divine Circles to the Wheel of Ixion: Music
in a World of Woe

The first and main volume of The World as Will and Representa-
tion is divided into four books.4 Thomas Mann, the greatest ad-
mirer of Schopenhauer in the twentieth century, called it “a
symphony in four movements.”5 Mann, himself a cosmological
pessimist, was keenly sensitive to the role that music plays in the
work. In his essay on the philosopher, he observes that Schopen-
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4. The second volume consists of supplements to the four books in Vol. 1.
5. “Schopenhauer,” in Thomas Mann: Essays, trans. H. T. Lowe-Porter
(New York: Random House, 1957). 
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hauer, who was very musical, “celebrates music as no thinker has
ever done” by making music metaphysically significant. Mann
proceeds to speculate: “Schopenhauer did not love music because
he ascribed such a metaphysical significance to her, but rather
because he loved her.” For Mann, will rather than intellect is the
source of Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of music, where will sig-
nifies everything in us born of passion and feeling. The su-
premacy of will over intellect is the most important respect in
which the world of Schopenhauer differs from the world of
Timaeus. 

As its title indicates, The World as Will and Representation
depicts the world as having two distinct sides or aspects. One
side, representation, is the topic of Book One. As representation
or Vorstellung, the world is everything that is vorgestellt, “placed
before” us and made present in the daylight of consciousness. Al-
though a more accurate rendering of the word would be “presen-
tation,” which suggests original coming-to-presence as opposed
to derivative imitation, I have chosen to keep the traditional term.
Representation is the realm of perceived objects—finite determi-
nate things and all their properties, which appear in space and
time and interact according to the principle of sufficient reason,
that is, through the relation of cause and effect. Representation
is the world as a well-ordered surface. It is what most of us would
call the world simply. 

Schopenhauer turns to the other, inner aspect of the world in
Book Two. He uses terms from Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason:
whereas representation is the world as appearance or phenome-
non, will is the world as thing-in-itself or noumenon. Will, here,
is not a psychic faculty. It is not my will or your will, or God’s
will, since for Schopenhauer there is no God. Will is the universal
force and infinite striving that underlies all things and rises to
self-awareness in man. Schopenhauer calls the will “eternal be-
coming, endless flux” (164).6 As the world’s “innermost being”
and “kernel” (30-31), will is the source of meaning (98-99). Will
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6. Numbers in parentheses refer to page numbers in the edition by E. F.
J. Payne (New York: Dover, 1969).
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reminds us that life is more than the cool perception of objects:
it is also feeling and care. Objects of representation are vessels
of my care. They are meaningful, important to me in all sorts of
ways. This object I desire and strive to possess, that one I avoid.
This event I hope for, that one I dread. This human being I love,
that one I despise. My body is the embodiment of my care. It is
the seemingly concrete reality to which I am intimately joined
and which I care about in a thousand ways. My living body re-
minds me that I am constantly in the condition of seeking to pre-
serve my life and to stave off harm, pain, frustration and death.
My being and my life consist in striving to be and to live. I cannot
escape striving, not even when I sleep, for it is more obvious in
dreams even than in waking life that representations matter to me
and are the creatures of my care. Dreams are my hopes, fears,
anxieties and desires made into a private movie, often a surreal
one. Most of us would say that as a human being with a certain
nature I am subject to this care. Schopenhauer is far more radical:
for him, I am this care, this infinite striving to be and to live as
this individual with this body.

Dreams are to desire what the whole phenomenal realm is to
the noumenal will. Schopenhauer reminds us repeatedly that what
we call life is a dream. The will is not the cause of the world,
since causality operates only within the dream world of phenom-
ena or appearances. There is no intelligible principle or intelligent
god (as there is for Timaeus) that is responsible for the natural
order. Nature is unaccountably there, just as human beings are
unaccountably there, “thrown” into existence. The will does not
cause nature but rather objectifies itself as nature—just as our
care objectifies itself in dreams. Hence the phrase, “the world as
will and representation.” The self-objectification of the will is
the basis of Schopenhauer’s cosmology. The will objectifies itself
in a fourfold way: as inorganic nature, plant life, animal life and
human life. Schopenhauer constructs an ingenious isomorphism
or analogy between these four grades of nature and the tones that
make up the major triad with its octave (153). The work of the
will is especially noteworthy in the case of our bodily parts,
which are so many ways in which the will objectifies itself:
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“Teeth, gullet, and intestinal canal are objectified hunger; the gen-
itals are objectified sexual impulse; grasping hands and nimble
feet correspond to the more indirect strivings of the will which
they represent” (108). This striking rendition of the human body
is a modern counterpart to Timaeus’ outrageous stories about our
bodily parts, which are mythically represented as manifesting,
and ministering to, our souls. But whereas Timaeus is tongue-in-
cheek, Schopenhauer is in deadly earnest.

The identity of will and meaning shows why music is meta-
physically significant. As Schopenhauer writes in another work,
music, especially melody, “speaks not of things but simply of
weal and woe as being for the will the sole realities.”7 From the
standpoint of the will, being is meaning. Music is unique among
the arts because it depicts the inner world of care—pure meaning
apart from all objectivity. It represents not the rational world soul
but the passionate world heart.8 Music, moreover, is not an elitist
Pythagorean who speaks only to her learned inner circle but
rather the “universal language” that is “instantly understood by
everyone,” intuitively and without the aid of concepts (256).

In my account of the Timaeus I highlighted the therapeutic
function of astronomy and music, both of which minister to fallen
man. They are a corrective to the cosmic necessity of our having
been born as mortal beings subject to mortal flux and mindless
desire (42A ff.). Being born, for Timaeus, is in one sense a gift—
the gift of organic life. But it is also, for the reasons I mentioned,
our burden and our fate. Being born is a mixed blessing. For
Schopenhauer it is an outright curse. To be born is to become an
egocentric individual afflicted with insatiable desire, in particular
sexual desire. To be is to be subject to “the miserable pressure of
the will” (196). The will, as I noted earlier, is infinite striving—
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7. Parerga and Paralipomena, Vol. 2, trans. E. F. J. Payne (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1974), 430.
8. “The heart, that primum mobile of animal life, has quite rightly been
chosen as the symbol, indeed the synonym, of the will” (Vol. 2, 237).
The atheist Schopenhauer says at one point: “like God, [music] sees only
the heart” (Vol. 2, 449).
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striving with no ultimate good or end. Moments of contentment
and joy appear, but only as passing tones, ripples in a sea of frus-
tration, ennui and renewed desire. To live is to suffer. Schopen-
hauer here reveals the hard edge of his pessimism and his “tragic
sense of life.”9 He cites approvingly poets like Calderon who de-
fine original sin as “the guilt of existence itself,” and who affirm
that it would be better never to have been born.10

Schopenhauer’s recurring image of life as suffering is the
wheel of Ixion. Ixion was King of the Lapiths. After being shown
hospitality by Zeus, he lusted after Hera and tried to seduce her.
For this attempted outrage Zeus bound Ixion on a wheel of fire
and consigned him to Tartarus. Only once did the wheel of tor-
ment stop—when Orpheus descended to the Underworld and
charmed its inhabitants with his song.11 This, for Schopenhauer,
is the human therapy that all fine art offers, in particular the art
of music. Music represents the will as thing-in-itself, meaning
apart from all things and pictures, and is for this reason meta-
physically significant. But music also gives us momentary relief
from the fiery wheel on which we are bound, the wheel of infinite
longing. In music, as in all aesthetic contemplation, we are no
longer self-interested individuals but “pure, will-less subject[s]
of knowing,” subjects who are “lost in the object” (209). In art,
as Schopenhauer puts it, “We celebrate the Sabbath of the penal
servitude of willing; the wheel of Ixion stands still” (196).

The third part of Schopenhauer’s book is devoted to the arts,
which are beyond the principle of sufficient reason. This is evi-
dent in music, where tones, though tightly connected, have no
causal relation to each other. The opening phrase of Beethoven’s
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9. The title of Miguel de Unamuno’s book.
10. Schopenhauer quotes from Calderón’s Life Is a Dream: “For man’s
greatest offence is that he has been born” (Vol. 1, 254). This is “the guilt
of existence itself”—original sin. Death is, in effect, the correction of an
error. Schopenhauer would say to the dying individual: “You are ceasing
to be something which you would have done better never to become”
(Vol. 2, 501).
11. Ovid, Metamorphoses 10.42.
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Fifth Symphony, for example, does not cause the second.12 Un-
concerned with causality and deduction, art is the intuitive ap-
prehension of the Ideas, which Schopenhauer takes from Plato,
for the most part from the Timaeus. The Ideas are the eternal ar-
chetypes of nature—the four grades of the will’s self-objectifi-
cation that I mentioned earlier.13 In the human realm they are the
universals of experience. Shakespeare’s plays, for example, are
a distillation of what is eternally true of human life. In the com-
plex ambition of Macbeth, jealousy of Othello and tragic integrity
of Cordelia, we behold archetypes of will at its highest grade.14

Art is therapeutic because, as the aesthetic contemplation of uni-
versal Ideas, art detaches us from the particular objects of our
care. That is why we take pleasure in even the saddest music,
which calls upon us us not to weep but to listen. 

Art, however, is not an enduring release from Ixion’s wheel
and offers only “occasional consolation” (267). The fourth part
of Schopenhauer’s book takes us from artist to saint, who alone
is truly happy—if one can call resignation happiness. The saint
has neutralized the will to be and to live through the knowledge
that objects of care are nothing but illusion (451). He needs no
artworks. This neutralization of the will makes the saint good. In
the obliteration of his ego, he is released from his private suffer-
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12. Schopenhauer makes this point in The Fourfold Root of the Princi-
ple of Sufficient Reason, trans. E. F. J. Payne (La Salle, IL: Open Court,
1974), 127: “In just the same way, the succession of sounds in a piece
of music is determined objectively, not subjectively by me the listener;
but who will say that the musical notes follow one another according
to the law of cause and effect?”
13. It is important to note how the Ideas for Schopenhauer differ from
how Plato describes them. For Schopenhauer, the Ideas cannot be gen-
uine beings, for that would undermine the ultimacy of the irrational will.
They are simply eternal modes or ways in which the will objectifies it-
self. The Ideas are more like adverbs than nouns.
14. These archetypes recall Vico’s “imaginative universals.” See The
New Science of Giambattista Vico, trans. Thomas Goddard Bergin and
Max Harold Fisch (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1988). See
Paragraphs 381 and 460.
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ings and free to take compassion on the suffering of other human
beings and even on that of animals (372). 

I now turn to Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of music, which
appears in Volume One of his book and again in Volume Two.
These chapters contain the most fascinating discussions of music
one will ever read. They are an attempt to identify music as a
source of truth, indeed the deepest truth: “The composer reveals
the profoundest wisdom in a language that his reasoning faculty
does not understand, just as a magnetic somnambulist gives in-
formation about things of which she has no conception when she
is awake” (260). Schopenhauer illustrates his general ideas with
many references to specific musical phenomena. I shall address
only a few of them.

I begin with music as imitation. According to Plato and Ar-
istotle, music, in its tones and rhythms, imitates the dispositions
and passions of the soul. As Aristotle observes in the Politics,
melodies and rhythms are “likenesses of the true natures of anger
and gentleness, and also of courage and moderation and all the
opposites of these and the other states of character” (1340a20).15

Aristotle is referring to the Greek musical modes—Dorian, Phry-
gian, Mixolydian, etc., which achieve their different effects
through a different placement of half steps in their scales. The
Dorian mode, Aristotle says, gives the soul “a moderate and set-
tled condition,” whereas the Phrygian “inspires.” A difference in
mode can be heard in our familiar opposition of “bright” major
and “dark” minor. This huge musical difference hinges on no
more than whether there is a whole step or a half between the
second and third degrees of the scale. It is gratifying to hear
Schopenhauer, a philosopher, respond to this fact with fitting
amazement (261).

What Timaeus and Schopenhauer add to the imitative rela-
tion between music and soul is the connection between music
and world. We are responsive to music because the so-called ex-
ternal world has an interior, as do we, and is always already
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Press, 2012), 250.
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music-imbued. For Timaeus, music in the form of the diatonic
pattern—the recurring order of whole and half steps—is woven
into the fabric of the cosmic soul, of which our souls partake.
That is why we respond to the diatonic modes. We look with
longing at the stars because that is where our souls come from,
and we take delight in identifying Same and Other in the things
of the world because our souls are made of Same and Other. So
too, we welcome music into our souls because we detect in it the
inflections of our psychic modalities—our various soul possibil-
ities. Where there is music and listener, music calls to music. It
is a case of sympathetic vibration grounded in the nature of the
ensouled cosmos.

Schopenhauer differs from Timaeus in his understanding of
interiority. He rejects the soul as a principle of being on the
grounds that it makes real what is in fact illusory, namely, our in-
dividuality.16 The principle of individuation in general, like the
principle of sufficient reason, applies only to the world of phe-
nomena, which Schopenhauer regularly calls the “veil of Maya”
or illusion. In listening to music, we suspend our individuality
and are in touch with will as process rather than with a stable
mode of soul and character.

From a musical standpoint, Schopenhauer differs from
Timaeus by going beyond the Pythagorean idea of interval as
sensed ratio and treats music as the embodiment of tension or
force. This modern concept of force, also known as conatus or
endeavour, is prominent in the physics of Newton and Leibniz
and was introduced into natural science by Hobbes, who, like
Schopenhauer, rejects a highest good and depicts desire as an in-
finite striving “that ceaseth only in death.”17 Dissonance in music
is a kind of tension or force. As the vector-like impulse to move
in a definite direction, it is the analogue of desire.18 The suspen-
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16. “[S]oul signifies an individual unity of consciousness which obvi-
ously does not belong to that inner being. . . . The word should never
be applied except in a metaphorical sense” (Vol. 2, 349).
17. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan 11.1.
18. “Hitherto, the concept of will has been subsumed under the concept
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sion is a good example of how dissonance works in music. In a
suspension, two lines or voices start out in consonance but then
produce dissonance when one of the voices moves while the
other holds its note. A resolution of the dissonance then follows.
Schopenhauer writes: “[Suspension] is a dissonance delaying the
final consonance that is with certainty awaited; in this way the
longing for it is strengthened, and its appearance affords greater
satisfaction. This is clearly an analogue of the satisfaction of the
will which is enhanced through delay.”19

The word “analogue” is important here. The suspension is
not the image or likeness of a specific desire that is eventually
gratified but rather a tonal event that communicates, in a purely
musical way, a universal truth about the will. When Schopen-
hauer says that music is the universal language, he is not being
poetic. He means that although tones are not words, they function
intuitively in the same way that words function conceptually—
not as likenesses of the things they signify but as symbols, bearers
of universal meaning. In the case of music, this meaning is per-
ceived and felt rather than inferred. Listening to music is non-
verbal symbol-recognition.

Music as force flourishes in the tradition of modern tonal har-
mony. This long and glorious tradition reaches from Bach and
Handel, through Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven, up to Brahms
and Wagner, and continues in our own century. Tonal music, as
opposed to the mode-inspired music of the Middle Ages and Ren-
aissance, exhibits the directed tension I mentioned earlier. There
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of force; I, on the other hand, do exactly the reverse, and intend every
force in nature to be conceived as will” (Vol. 1, 111).
19. Vol. 2, 455-6. An even better instance of the connection between
dissonance and will is the appoggiatura or leaning tone. This unpre-
pared dissonance on a strong beat delays a tone of the melody and in-
tensifies expectation. It is the perfect musical imitation of longing. A
fitting example occurs in Tamino’s love song in the Magic Flute.
Tamino gazes on a picture of Pamina and falls in love with her. By
singing in response to a picture, he moves from the world as represen-
tation to the world as will. His repeated leaning tones on the words “I
feel it,” “ich fühl es,” embody the universal truth of erotic love.
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is a play of forces—tonal dynamism. Needless to say, such music
is friendly to the language of will, for will is tension, and force is
will that has not yet attained self-consciousness. The musicologist
Heinrich Schenker applied this very term to music: Tonwille, the
will of the tones. In tonal harmony tension is not confined to iso-
lated events, like the suspension, but pervades the whole of a mu-
sical piece and constitutes its unity. The term “tonal” refers to the
rule of a single tone, the tonic or keynote, to which all the other
tones in a tonal work point or, as some theorists prefer to say, the
centrality of the tonic triad, the I-chord. These tensions—Victor
Zuckerkandl calls them dynamic qualities—compose the major
scale and cause it to sound like a journey with clearly defined
stages and a predetermined end: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8.20 Tension is es-
pecially urgent in degree 7, which strives toward 8, as desire
craves its satisfaction. Degree 4 tends, less urgently, down to 3.
Together, degrees 4 and 7 produce the dissonant interval of the
tritone. This is the best example of directed tension in music, since
the tritone, when combined with degree 5 in the bass, makes up
the dominant seventh chord, which points to the tonic triad and
so fixes the music in a key. Thanks to their dynamic relations,
which operate at many levels, tones and the triads they form gen-
erate musical wholes through the artful prolongation and eventual
resolution of their will-like tension.

I cannot leave the topic of musical tension, and of tone as the
symbol of desire, without citing Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde. In
this work we hear extreme chromaticism, constant unresolved
cadences and the deceptive shifting of tonal centers. These phe-
nomena form the tonal analogue of eros as infinite longing. As
others have noted, the work pushes tonal harmony and musical
tension to the absolute limit by extending the striving of tones
over the course of several hours. The historical connection be-
tween Wagner’s musical drama and Schopenhauer’s book, al-
though fascinating, is beyond the scope of this lecture. Here I
simply observe that the opening phrase of the Prelude, with its
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20. The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959),
18-28.
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famous “Tristan chord” resolving to a dominant-seventh chord,
is perhaps the most powerful evocation of tension-as-desire in all
of music. Wagner’s phrase sets up a cadence that is not completed
until the very end of the work, when the crashing waves of the
orchestra overwhelm the transfigured Isolde before settling into
the blissful, post-climactic froth of B major. For Schopenhauer,
this immense prolongation of musical tension is the noumenal
interior of the lovers’ prolonged phenomenal eroticism. More
cautiously stated, it is the analogical, symbolic representation of
that interior. The universal, undying truth of the story is not in
the death-bound characters but in the tones.

The central teaching of Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of
music is that music is “a copy [Abbild] of the will itself,” not of
the Ideas of the will, as in tragedy (257). To be sure, all the arts
objectify the will, but the non-musical arts do so “only indi-
rectly.” They present universality through the medium of things,
whether the Parthenon or the complex individuality of Cordelia.
Music, by contrast, makes no such appeal and represents, imi-
tates, the world’s pure subjectivity. It does so through tones all
by themselves.

We must bear in mind when reading Schopenhauer that by
music he means “the sacred, mysterious, profound language of
tones.”21 This signals the primacy of what Wagner called “ab-
solute music” and we now call instrumental music.22 Music as
the language of tones, captures, for Schopenhauer, the Absolute
through non-visual representations. It is the will “speaking to us”
through the medium of composers, who are the will’s symbolists,
somnambulists and high priests.23 Because tones are meaningful
all by themselves, Schopenhauer can make the astonishing claim
that music, in passing over the Ideas and everything phenomenal,
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21. Parerga and Paralipomena, Vol. 2, 432.
22. See Wagner on Music and Drama, ed. Albert Goldman and Emil
Sprinchorn (New York: Da Capo Press, 1988), 171.
23. For a critique of the thinker’s claim that “through him speaks the
essence of things itself,” see the chapter entitled “Heidegger and The-
ology” in Jonas, The Phenomenon of Life, in which Jonas connects Hei-
degger with Gnosticism and finds in Schopenhauer’s theory of music
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“to a certain extent, could still exist even if there were no world
at all” (257). The reason is that music, in negating the world as
thing, contains that world from the perspective of its deepest in-
terior, its immortal heart. Schopenhauer states this with maxi-
mum concision in the other work to which I referred earlier:
“Music is the melody to which the world is the text.”24 In other
words, tones all by themselves represent the indwelling, immortal
spirit of the world. If we imagined the phenomenal world as a
staged opera or a movie, then the orchestral parts and score would
stand to it as inner to outer, essence to appearance, truth to seem-
ing. As I observed in the case of Wagner’s Tristan, the real drama,
the world in its truth, would be taking place not in what we see
but in what we hear. It would be a drama of tones.

But although music transcends the world as thing, it also has
a profound connection with that world—again, by analogy.
Schopenhauer is fascinated by this analogism and speaks like an
Archimedes who has just made remarkable discoveries and cries
“Eureka! I have found it!” As I mentioned earlier, the major triad
with its octave captures in symbolic form the four natural grades
of the will’s self-objectification and is a mirror of the Whole. The
ground bass mirrors inorganic nature. Each note of this bass func-
tions as the fundamental to the overtones that faintly sound above
it (258). This mirrors what happens in nature as a whole, where
higher grades of being develop out of the lowest, and where or-
ganic nature constantly depends on the inorganic, as the upper
partials depend on their fundamental. The tones between the bass
notes and the melody that floats above are the musical analogue
of plant and animal. These tones form the harmonic organism that
binds lower bass and higher melody. They mirror the way that
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the sole philosophic precedent for Heidegger’s claim that poets and
philosophers embody “the voice of Being” (257). Jonas comments:
“Schopenhauer’s fantasy [unlike Heidegger’s] was innocent, for music
is nonresponsible and cannot suffer from the misconception of a duty it
does not have” (258). There is good reason to think that music is not as
“innocent” or “nonresponsible” as Jonas thinks.
24. Parerga and Paralipomena, Vol. 2, 430.
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plant and animal life mediate between the inorganic realm and our
higher, human nature. This analogy exists within the scale itself,
where the hierarchy of tones mirrors “the whole gradation of the
Ideas in which the will objectifies itself” (258). To hear an ascend-
ing scale is, in a sense, to hear the entire cosmos. Even the in-
evitable impurity of intervals that exists in all tuning or temperament
is an analogue of phenomenal nature. An interval that is slightly
“off,” say an equal-tempered major third, mirrors natural idiosyn-
crasy—“the departure of the individual from the type of the
species” (258-9). The incompatibility of some intervals with oth-
ers, the very problem that makes temperament necessary, is also
an aspect of the will: it is the musical analogue of the will’s “inner
contradiction,” which is the whole concern of tragedy (266). Even
death finds its way into the world of tones. Death occurs, says
Schopenhauer, in modulation, where a change of key “entirely
abolishes the connection with what went before” (261).

Finally, there is melody as the musical analogue of phenomenal
man: “in the melody, in the high singing, principal voice, leading the
whole and progressing with unrestrained freedom, in the uninter-
rupted significant connexion of one thought from beginning to end,
and expressing a whole, I recognize the highest grade of the will’s
objectification, the intellectual life and endeavour of man” (259).
Melody, the ultimate mythos and symbol of human life, “relates the
story of the intellectually enlightened will, the copy or impression
whereof in actual life is the series of its deeds.” But melody, for
Schopenhauer, “says more” because it goes beyond outward deeds
and events. It also “relates the most secret history [my emphasis] of
the intellectually enlightened will, portrays every agitation, every ef-
fort, every movement of the will, everything which the faculty of
reason summarizes under the wide and negative concept of feeling,
and which cannot be further taken up into the abstractions of reason”
(259).

To sum up, there is nothing in the natural world, or in the inner
and outer life of man, that does not find its counterpart in the all-em-
bracing realm of tones. Music as symbol is the whole of all things.
It is the world. That is why, as Schopenhauer says, “we could just as
well call the world embodied music as embodied will” (262-3).
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Coda. Another World of Longing
I end my musical-cosmological reflection with a piece of music
that depicts the world as a certain kind of music, polyphony. It
is Palestrina’s motet, Sicut cervus. Beloved by St. John’s stu-
dents, the piece is a musical setting of the opening of Psalm 42
in the Vulgate: Sicut cervus desiderat ad fontes aquarum, ita
desiderat anima mea ad te, Deus (“As the hart longs for flowing
streams, so longs my soul for you, O God”). The motet is a good
example of what Nietzsche called Palestrina’s “ineffably sub-
lime sacred music.”25

Every musical composition is both a world unto itself and an
image of the world. This is the central proposition of my lecture.
The world of Sicut cervus is that of the Bible and the biblical
God. Creation, here, is good. It produces beings, not images of
intelligible originals or illusory phantasms. The world is not con-
fined to head and heart, to our subjectivity, but is “out there” and
solidly real. The God of the Bible is not a craftsman who leaves
the world after having made it, or an indifferent prime mover, but
the God of promise and history—the God who makes covenants
with his people. He is someone to whom one can pray. Salvation
comes not from dialectic, or astronomy, or art, or the death of
care based on the gnosis of cosmic nothingness, but from faith
in God.

Although the words of the motet express longing, the tones
do not represent longing as stress and strain. The music is a con-
tinually graceful gesture that transmutes the pain of longing into
a serene order of voices—voices that seem always to know their
place. Sicut cervus is composed in two senses of the word: it is
well constructed, and it has an unperturbed disposition. During
the piece, motion goes on and time passes, but the overall “feel”
seems beyond time and change, like a musical emanation of the
nunc stans or eternal Now. It is as if grace were already present,
and the singers were experiencing, in the very midst of their
yearning, prospective joy in the object for which they yearn.
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25. The Birth of Tragedy, 19.
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Aquinas cites three criteria of beauty: unity, wholeness and radi-
ance or claritas.26 Sicut cervus has these in abundance, especially
radiance. The music seems to be suffused with warm light. It is
full of feeling but also sounds intelligent, lucid and self-pos-
sessed. The movement is a continuous flow, in imitation of the
waters for which the hart thirsts. The tones move, it seems, not
because they have to but because they want to, not out of com-
pulsion but out of freedom. The sound is a spontaneous unfold-
ing, as if the four vocal parts are miraculously improvising their
lines as they go along, only gradually discovering the perfectly
coordinated whole they are in the process of forming. Disso-
nances occur to enhance consonance and beget motion, but they
are not prominent, and the piece as a whole could not be de-
scribed as a play of forces. Sicut cervus is music without will.

This brings me to the most important respect in which Palest-
rina’s motet is the image of a world. Sicut cervus is polyphony
that lacks (because it does not need) the tonal-harmonic princi-
ples at work in the polyphony of Bach. Vertical relations are for
the most part the result of simultaneous horizontal relations. The
four voices that compose the piece enter one at a time in points
of imitation. The voice that follows seems to be inspired to enter
by the one that leads. The parts move in obedience to the rules
of good voice leading but do more than exhibit formal correct-
ness. They seem to delight in each other’s company and to be
naturally social. At times, they even graciously step aside for each
other, as if rejoicing in the being and individuality of other lines.
Sicut cervus, in its non-urgent flow, is a musical community that
captures the sound of friendship. And just as friends engage in
all sorts of play, the vocal lines play off one another, often ex-
hibiting contrary motion—simultaneous movement in opposite
directions. Thanks to this friendly contrariety, which keeps the
parts audibly distinct, the voices celebrate, contrary to what
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26. Summa Theologica I, Q. 39, a 8. For an excellent discussion of the
three formal criteria of beauty, see Umberto Eco, The Aesthetics of
Thomas Aquinas, trans. Hugh Gredin (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1988), 64 ff.
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Schopenhauer asserts, the reality and truth of the principle of in-
dividuation, as they conspire to form a perfect, natural sounding
republic of tones. The voices of Sicut cervus, in this respect, may
be said to enact the contrapuntal play that we find among souls
in Dante’s Paradiso.

With this non-tragic image of the world, my study in contrast,
with its Biblical coda, reaches its end. These two great books,
Plato’s Timaeus and Schopenhauer’s World as Will and Repre-
sentation, differ greatly in how they view being, becoming and
the human condition. But they also go together because, more
than other great discussions of music with which I am familiar,
they invite us to consider that music is more important than even
music lovers might think—that music is, to quote Mann, meta-
physically significant and captures the whole of all things, not in
concept but in image and feeling. Are the cosmologies of
Timaeus and Schopenhauer, separately or together, an adequate
account of music? I think they are not. There are limits to the
hyper-rational Pythagorean approach to music, just as there are
limits to Schopenhauer’s Romantic conception of music as rep-
resenting feeling and irrational will. Both accounts are neverthe-
less inspired efforts that hit upon certain undeniable truths. 

My closing note is inspired by the philosopher Schopen-
hauer’s personal love of music, which I share. Music, even the
saddest music in the world—music that is worlds apart from Sicut
cervus and may even be the sound of despair and crushing
grief—is dear to us and makes us happy, if only for a while.
Maybe this is because music, as a living presence that comes to
us, offers itself to us, assures us that we are not alone: that there
is something out there in the world that knows our hearts and
may even teach us to know them better. Thanks to music, we ex-
perience what it means to be connected to the whole of all things,
even when that whole seems tragic; what it means to have a soul
and not just a mind; to have depth, and not mere rightness, of
feeling and being; and, above all, what it means to be open to
ourselves and our world through listening.
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On Jacob Klein’s
Greek Mathematical Thought
and the Origin of Algebra
Arian Koochesfahani

Introduction

Descartes described his mathematical physics as a “practical”
philosophy by which human beings could “make ourselves like
masters and possessors of nature.”1 Today this feature of mathe-
matical physics is almost uncontroverted and is usually the first
line of defense against skeptics.2  The proximity to truth of a phys-
ical theory is often considered directly proportional to its utility.
Jacob Klein (1899-1978) separated the utility claims and truth
claims of physics, arguing that since not all of the mathematical
equations used in modern physics can be translated into natural
language, physics is deficient in meaning and is “not so much the
understanding of nature as the art of mastering nature.”3 It is in
his book Greek Mathematical Thought and the Origin of Algebra4

(GMT) that Klein grounds the strongest version of this claim: the
“‘exact’ [mathematical] nature [sought by mathematical physics]
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Arian Koochesfahani is a graduate of James Madison College, Michi-
gan State University.

1. Descartes, Discourse on Method, trans. Richard Kennington (Indi-
anapolis: Focus Publishing, 2007), 49.
2. By “skeptics” I mean nihilists, historicists, philosophical skeptics,
the “it’s just a theory” people—anyone who argues that modern physics
does not uncover significant truths about nature.
3. Jacob Klein, Lectures and Essays, ed. Robert B. Williamson and El-
liott Zuckerman (Annapolis: St. John’s College Press, 1985), 60.
4. Trans. Eva Brann (Boston: MIT Press, 1968), henceforth abbreviated
GMT.
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is not something that is concealed behind the appearances, but is
rather a symbolic disguise concealing the original ‘evidence’ and
the original experience of things.”5

In GMT there are three levels of argument at work. On the
surface, Klein makes the mathematical side of physics appear
strange and new by contrasting the unity of mathematics and on-
tology in Greek philosophy with the universal, tool-like character
of symbolic mathematics.6 In the middle layer, Klein argues that
this difference is characterized by the transformation of the Greek
notion of arithmos into the modern concept of number, a trans-
formation with profound implications for all modern physical
concepts (gravitation, energy, etc.).7 Finally, there is Klein’s
philosophical thesis: symbolic mathematics is symbolic in that
it takes numbers to be mental operations, i.e., numbers are un-
derstood either as concepts or are defined in terms of the math-
ematical operations the mind performs. As a result, symbolic
mathematics legitimizes physical quantities that are intuitively
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5. Klein, Lectures and Essays, 84. For Klein, what are disguised by
mathematical physics are the implications of the meanings that are
given in natural language and that arise from the sensible world, i.e.,
the material of Greek philosophy (GMT, 118-120).
6. GMT, 4.
7. Ibid., 117-121. Klein suggests that mathematical physics identifies
nature with a mathematical representation of nature. I believe this is
correct as a description of many of the practitioners of mathematical
physics, but incorrect as a description of the theories themselves. Con-
sider magnetism. Magnetic action-at-a-distance has been eliminated
in practice, i.e., in the discourse of scientists, by filling space with
“fields” which, as mathematical objects, don’t actually constitute an
explanation of the phenomenon. The replacement of magnetic action-
at-a-distance with magnetic fields bearing magnetic force is an exam-
ple of identifying the presented (magnetic action-at-a-distance) with
the represented (fields, mathematical objects). But this is just how mag-
netism is thought about. It is not a logical consequence of anything in
mathematical physics. However, this statement has to be qualified be-
cause what is and is not a consequence of a physical theory can be dif-
ficult to determine.
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impossible.8 The challenge to physics is the claim that such
quantities are mere constructions of the intellect. These construc-
tions may help us understand how things happen (“the structure
of the world”), but they don’t tell us what nature is.9

In what follows, I try to reconstruct Klein’s argument about
mathematics to put into context his suggestion that symbolic
mathematics makes certain equations in modern physics absurd,10

before discussing the entire argument in the conclusion. Klein’s
argument in GMT is that modern mathematics is no longer an on-
tological science of quantity but an epistemological science of
order. To grasp this, we need to understand that, for the Greeks,
mathematics—or at least arithmetic—springs from a reflection,
buttressed by a few basic preconceptions, on the experience of
counting.
Arithmos and Arithmetic
Two distinctions are fundamental to the Greek mathematical tra-
dition.11 First is the philosophical distinction between being and
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8. See Joseph K. Cosgrove, “Husserl, Jacob Klein, and Symbolic Na-
ture,” at the Providence College Digital Commons, 2008 (http://digi-
talcommons.providence.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context
=philosophy_fac).
9. Ibid., 185. However, if general relativity tells us that shape is relative
to velocity, isn’t this a case of scientific progress refining our intuitions
about the properties of physical things and thereby refining our intu-
itions about nature? Assume that velocity does affect shape. Our ability
or inability to see velocity affecting shape is irrelevant to the discovery
of this truth. We should no longer think of shape as a monadic property,
and this constitutes a refinement of intuition. As Jodi Azzouni puts it,
“we didn’t see that coming.” See Jodi Azzouni, “Can science change
our notion of existence?,” in ProtoSociology 28 (2011): 206 (pdf ver-
sion, http://www.protosociology.de/Download/Azzouni-Existence.pdf,
5).
10. I simplify certain aspects of Klein’s argument for the sake of clarity.
In cases where different interpretations are possible, I pick the one I
find most provocative. 
11. GMT, 10.
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becoming. Since what can be known can be passed on essentially
unchanged, knowledge, for the Greeks, is knowledge of what is.
Greek mathematics is in this respect the paradigmatic Greek sci-
ence. In fact, the Greek word mathesis means what is knowable
and teachable in general. Hence, for the Greeks, mathematics is
especially oriented towards being. The second distinction is made
within mathematics, and is the distinction between multitude and
magnitude, or between discrete and continuous quantity. To the
study of the first corresponds arithmetic and logistic, while to the
second corresponds geometry.

The difference between arithmetic and logistic is central to
Klein’s argument inasmuch as logistic, which occupies shifting
territory in Greek mathematics, has been perfected by modern
mathematics. To appreciate the difference between arithmetic and
logistic, it is necessary, before even defining these sciences, to
understand how the Greeks understood “number” (arithmos). 
The notion of arithmos emerges from the experience of
counting.12 When we count, we always have a multiplicity of
things before us. When faced with a single thing, we do not count
it. If we say that it is “one,” we are speaking about its unity or
we are asserting that it exists. One is not many. Therefore, “one”
is not an arithmos. The first arithmos is “two.”13 Further, when
we count, not only do we always count definite things, but we
always count things of the same kind. When we count apples and
bananas, we count fruit, and when we count in addition the plates
on the table, we count objects. Thus, the definition of an arith-
mos: a definite count of definite things.  In the case of ten sheep
and ten apples, the counts are equal, but the arithmos in each
case, the decad, is different. This is why the Greeks use funny
terms like “sheep-number” and “bowl-number.”14 Every arithmos
is a “counting number,” not a “counted number.” If I ask how
many of something there is and the answer is “two,” this is just
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12. Ibid., 46.
13. Ibid., 49.
14. Ibid., 12.
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an abbreviation of “two of the thing in question.” Therefore,
arithmoi are expressed in sentences, not by symbols, and they
are not definable by the ways they can be produced by operations,
algebraic or otherwise.

One might object that we can speak of “two” without refer-
ence to any kind of thing. The Greek response is that such talk
tacitly refers to imperceptible entities: pure units. This claim is
based on an answer to the question of what it is that is the same
for everything that can be counted, a question that the Greeks
take as auxiliary to the question of what it is about every count-
able thing that makes it countable. The latter question is the focus
of arithmetic. On their way to answering this question, the Greeks
take their cue from the fact that we count in terms of kinds, and
they conclude that to be countable means (1) to be uniform with
respect to other countable things and (2) to be delimited, to pos-
sess a clear determination.15 After all, uniformity and delimitation
are properties of kinds. The countable as such is therefore exter-
nally discrete and, as a determined whole, internally indivisible.
In other words, to be countable as such is to be a “one” among
homogeneous “ones.” These “ones” are therefore “noetic beings”
(pure units) accessible to thought alone. The purely “intellectual”
quality of the pure units explains how we can speak of “two”
without referring to two things in the sensible world. This line of
argument also shows, incidentally, that the “one” is the arche or
source of arithmos, since without the “one” there could be no
arithmos; a fact accorded ontological significance by Plato.16 But
here, in the context of arithmoi, the “one” is always among other
“ones,” and as the paradigmatic expression of multiplicity, these
“ones” constitute an infinite field.17

Arithmetic, then, is the attempt to comprehend all these “ones”
and, in so doing, to explain the possibility of counting. It will be-
come pertinent later that the specifically Platonist arithmetician tries
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16. Ibid., 49.
17. Ibid., 51.
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to determine how an arithmos, which is many things, can at the
same time be one, namely, this particular arithmos.18 This is a ver-
sion of the general question about the existence of noetic arithmoi,
since in this context “being one,” “having unity,” and “existing” are
all equivalent. In any case, all arithmeticians rely on classification
to comprehend the arithmoi. The idea is to organize arithmoi by
recognizing a consistent distribution of well-defined properties,
each property being called an arithmetic eidos.19 The Platonist is
again an exception, in that the Platonist does not conceive of eidē
as properties so much as actual “entities” which allow each arith-
mos to be “one,” to have “unity,” or to exist.20 While it turns out
that both Plato and Aristotle criticize this way of accounting for the
existence of arithmoi as either incomplete (Plato) or incorrect (Aris-
totle), it is nonetheless true that classifying arithmoi is the main oc-
cupation of arithmeticians, their focus being on the truths, directly
ontological or not, about these mathematical objects.21
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18. Ibid., 49.
19. Ibid., 57. This is in part because through the use of a gnomon we
can see that certain groups of arithmoi share similar “shapes.” A gno-
mon is a configuration of points which, after being fitted around a single
point (the “one”), can be continually expanded to produce a figure al-
ways similar in appearance. For example, starting from the one, three
points form a square, an addition of five points forms a larger square,
and so on for every odd number. Following the Pythagorean heritage,
each eidos is rooted in a genus, e.g., the “limited” or “unlimited,” and
this rooting anchors them in ultimate principles. The most comprehen-
sive eidē are the “odd” and the “even.” The “odd” captures all those
arithmoi which cannot be divided without a remainder, while the “even”
captures all those that can be so divided. The “odd” links back to the
“same” and thus to the “limited” because only discrete quantities cannot
be divided without remainder. Because continuous quantity can be di-
vided without remainder, the “even” links back to the “other” and thus
to the “unlimited.”
20. Since there are more eidē than the “odd” and the “even,” each arith-
mos is constituted by its own network of eidetic-memberships (e.g., five
is prime, while nine is composite as an “odd-times-odd”).
21. Ibid., 79, 102.
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Logistic and Greek Ontology

Logistic, in contrast to arithmetic, is concerned neither with
counting nor (derivatively) with adding or subtracting, but with
multiplying and dividing.22 Arithmetic and logistic work together:
arithmetic classifies arithmoi and accounts for their existence
while logistic determines the relations that hold between arithmoi
of pure units. If arithmetic is concerned with the eidos or “form”
of arithmoi, then logistic is concerned with their hyle or “mater-
ial”—the units themselves.23 Consider multiplication: if I have
two pure units and am told to multiply this arithmos by two pure
units, I simply add together as many of the former as there are
units of the latter. Of course, whenever the multiplier is two units,
the operation is called doubling. Logistic is thus the study of the
relations or ratios that necessarily hold between arithmoi depend-
ing on which eidē the arithmoi belong to.24 It is especially im-
portant to think of logistic not as studying the relations between
eidē of arithmoi. It is always the arithmoi, not the eidē, that are
the objects of investigation. After all, you can’t multiply eidē.

How the eidē are understood has an important impact on lo-
gistic. Platonism makes logistic impossible. According to Plato,
the noetic arithmoi are given existence by the arithmetic eidē be-
cause these eidē are organized by the Ideai (the Ideas in the “the-
ory of Ideas”).25 For Klein, Plato conceives of the Ideai as being
to the eidē just as the noetic arithmoi are to the pure units.26 This
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22. Ibid., 19.
23. Ibid., 16.
24. Ibid., 24.
25. Ibid., 70.
26. Ibid., 89. For Plato, it is evident that in the phrase “each is one but
both are two,” the word “two” expresses a unity that belongs to each
only in their togetherness, by virtue of a special koinon or commonality
between them that gives rise to a koinōnia, a communion. Thus, in The
Sophist, three possibilities for the “ontological methexis” problem arise:
“(1) There is no koinōnia [of the eidē] at all. (2) All the eidē are mutu-
ally related. (3) There is partial koinōnia, in the sense that some eidē
can ‘mix’ with each other but others not.” The first two possibilities are
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is convenient for Plato because by conceiving of the Ideai as
quasi-arithmetic structures, he can solve the ontological problem
of the participation of the species (eidē) in their genus (Idea) and
the mathematical-ontological problem of the existence of the
arithmoi. The argument is this: the arithmetic “two” exists be-
cause it is an image of the foundational, absolutely separate ei-
detic two, the two, which is the Idea of Being, which holds
together the eidē “rest” and “change.”27 Platonism makes logistic
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literally unthinkable, which leaves the third. The third indicates the
arithmetic character of the Ideai in that it implies that the eidē constitute
communities or “arithmoi” of “unique eidetic ‘units’,” which, on ac-
count of their uniqueness, cannot be counted, but exist in their togeth-
erness.
27. Ibid., 82-3, 87-8, 95-6, 98, 235. To elaborate: assume rest and
change to be, as it were, the fundamental elements, and assume of rest
and change that each is and both are. We do not address in both some
“third thing,” because Being is to be understood as an arithmetic koinon.
But how can each be? If Being belonged to any one of the two, then
only that one would “be.” On the other hand, if both “were” simultane-
ously, then rest and change, which are not combinable, would be com-
binable. Plato resolves the dilemma like this: just as Being, as an
“arithmetic” structure, is other than rest and change, so too “are” rest
and change, which cannot be without each other, only because they are
other than each other. Since Being is therefore other than both (although
not both together), while each must be other in order to be at all, this
means that Being is always also Non-Being, namely, Other. And this in
turn means two things. First, that the conjunction of the “opposites” rest
and change is in fact only the “‘co-existence’ of elements other in kind,”
so that oppositions are only “appearances” (96). Second, that we may
“rightly speak of all things whatsoever as ‘non-beings,’ and conversely,
because things partake of being, as ‘being’ and ‘beings’” (96). But this
means at the same time that otherness is, in accordance with the first
point, recognized as the bond between every Idea and its eidē, and thus
as the source of all articulation. The ordinary way of speaking, on the
other hand, in accordance with the second point, ceases to make sense.
We can say with equal correctness that a horse is an animal and not an
animal. Thus, the answer to the principal question in the Sophist—how
images, which somehow both are and are not what they represent, are
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impossible because the pure unit is regarded as not only indivis-
ible but as fundamentally separate from the sensible world, just
as the “one” which is the archē of arithmoi is regarded as an
image of the “One” of which there can be no Idea and which is
altogether beyond being.28 Since a unit that is indivisible and self-
subsisting can’t have fractional parts (not to be confused with
fractions, which dispense with units), the Platonist denies the ex-
istence of what makes possible the precise calculation already fa-
miliar to the Greeks. Platonism and logistic are thus
incompatible. This inability (in principle) of Platonists to theorize
calculation is a potential reductio of Platonism.

Aristotle’s philosophy, on the other hand, is more robust.
According to Aristotle, arithmoi receive their existence from the
existence of the kind of counted thing.29 This is first of all be-
cause the pure units are what is common to every kind of thing,
that is, they have the properties common to all kinds. Because
the noetic arithmoi are given existence not by their eidē but by
their units, which exist even less concretely than natural kinds,
it follows that all the noetic arithmoi exist in the same, highly
general way—a far cry from the fundamental differentiation of
noetic arithmoi that results from the Platonic position that the
noetic arithmoi get their existence from different eidē. Aristotle’s
position implies that the arithmetic eidē, rather than being the
sources of existence for arithmoi, are merely qualities of them.30
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possible—is that being itself has a “‘mirror-like nature’” (82). On the
one hand, the uncountable ordering of being through the Ideai depends
on the archē of otherness, the indeterminate dyad. As the twofold in
general, it is the expression of all possible being and non-being, and
the source of imageability. This imageability stretches from the sensible
things to the eidē (which they image) and likewise from the arithmoi
to the Ideai. In the human realm, this imageability is expressed in
speech about being, because speech is considered the “image” of
thought. On the other hand, the archē of being (and therefore of
thought), the “One Itself,” is simply beyond being (98).
28. Ibid., 98, 100.
29. Ibid., 106.
30. Ibid., 110.
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This “demotion” of the eidē goes hand in hand with how Aris-
totle authorizes fractional parts of noetic units. 

For Aristotle, fractional parts are actually whole units with
respect to a new measure.31 In other words, the indivisibility of a
unit is just a property of the unit insofar as the unit is a measure.
Why are all units measures? Because noetic units are a product
of abstraction, the selective disregard of a thing’s visible proper-
ties.32 Rather than thinking that the sensible things qua countable
presuppose the noetic units, we are to think that the noetic units
presuppose the sensible things. In every case, noetic units depend
for their existence on sensible or imaginary objects, making every
arithmos a “multitude measured by a unit.”33 In practice, this
means that if we split a unit in half, each “half” is now a whole,
because the original unit, say, one apple, has given way to a new
unit, the “half-apple.” It is a simple matter of determining the
unit measure, though this does not mean that we give existence
to the noetic units or that we can can pick units of measure with
total freedom. The appropriate measures are always limited by
what it is we want to measure, and the noetic units are always
there for us in the first place. Abstraction is just how we access
them. This intertwining of the sensible and noetic neatly blocks
the one-many problem that vexes the Platonist. Because noetic
units are always abstracted and never counted, the one-many
problem does not arise. The point with respect to the fractional
part of the unit is just this: since the noetic unit is always ab-
stracted, it can be “divided” because its division is simply equiv-
alent to the assumption (via abstraction) of a new unit of measure.
Note that this does not abolish the distinction between continuous
and discrete quantity, inasmuch as we cannot measure a line by
both a unit and infinitely decreasing fractional parts of that unit
simultaneously.

Aristotle’s position begins to blend arithmetic and logistic:
it explains the existence of noetic units in a way that explains the
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31. Ibid., 109.
32. Ibid., 104.
33. Ibid., 109.
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possibility of precise calculation. Because the existence of arith-
moi is not always “on loan,” as it were, from the eidē, Aristotle
can hold, with reference to Plato, that the “real” eidē of arithmoi
are nothing other than their “multitude” or “quantity” as such.34

The triad is “once three” independently of whether its “material”
is noetic or sensible. Aristotle thus identifies that aspect of “num-
ber” to be treated by logistic as the very being of “number.” This
is important because the shift from Greek to modern (highly lo-
gistical) mathematics involves (1) substituting the concept of
number for the existence of number and (2) treating the two as
equivalent.

However, the disagreement between Plato and Aristotle on
the “nature of number” takes place within a fundamental agree-
ment that mathematics is an ontological science of quantity, that
“numbers” are always of units, and that “numbers” of pure units
do not exist in the mind alone.35 This is why the Greeks did not
develop symbolic formulae. As the next two sections show, what
made possible such a revolution is the notion that numbers are
concepts. 

Viète’s Reinterpretation of Aristotelian Logistic:
Calculating with Concepts

Klein brings out the implication of Aristotle’s approach: “The
transformation of the ontological conception of mathematika
which leads by way of Eudoxus to the Aristotelian doctrine,” re-
sults in “the reversal of the ‘Pythagorean’ thesis that the mensu-
rability of things is grounded in their numerability.” It is “now
numerability [that] is, conversely, understood as a—not even al-
ways complete—expression of mensurability.”36 Especially rel-
evant is that Euclid not only takes up logistical matters under the
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34. Ibid., 110.
35. Ibid., 179-180. The general theory of proportions is to Aristotle’s
ontology roughly as arithmoi are to Plato’s. Aristotle considers it to be
(1) methodologically akin to the study of being qua being, and (2) part
of that study itself.
36. Ibid., 240.
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name of arithmetic (causing henceforth the constant confusion
of the two) but also has logistic appear as a “special case” of the
general theory of proportions.37 This makes arithmetic (read “lo-
gistic”) seem subordinate to geometry, and it is from this per-
spective that François Viète introduced symbols into mathematics
through his reinterpretation Diophantus’s Arithmetica, the au-
thoritative Aristotelian logistic. 

Diophantus, following Aristotle, understands eidē as qualities
of noetic arithmoi.38 His calculations make use of eidē because
the solutions are supposed to exhibit relations that necessarily
hold between noetic arithmoi of certain eidē. The point is to show
that if the same calculation is performed with arithmoi of such
and such eidē, the resulting arithmos will always have certain
qualities. This is why, in the course of his calculative procedures,
Diophantus introduces signs that serve both as abbreviations for
eidē and as stand-ins for a single arithmos belonging to each
eidē.39 Recall that eidē can’t be multiplied (or manipulated in any
other way). For the Greeks, only arithmoi, definite counts of def-
inite things, can be “operated” on. Diophantus’s letter-signs are
therefore “mere word abbreviations” for “some one arithmos be-
longing to this eidos.” They are not variables. Does this mean
that the mathematician has to perform an infinite amount of cal-
culations to complete one proof? No: the generality and therefore
the theoretical character of Diophantian logistic is based on the
fact that a given procedure of calculation works for all cases of
the same type.40 Whether Diophantus proves this is open to ques-
tion since Klein does not say, but it seems clear that if no such
proof appears in the Arithmetica, then Diophantian logistic is
open to attack—and this would include Viète’s transformation of
Diophantus’s letter-signs into objects of calculation.41
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37. Ibid., 44.
38. Ibid., 143.
39. Ibid., 145.
40. Ibid., 132.
41. Ibid., 148.
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In light of Euclid’s blending of logistic and geometry, Viète
takes logistical analysis and synthesis as parallel to geometric
analysis and synthesis, believing that true analysis (algebra)
must “exhibit” magnitudes in figure or number because it is
about “numbers” with a “direct geometric interpretation.”42 The
point for our purposes is that Viète therefore (1) regards as su-
perfluous the final computation and exhibition of a particular
arithmos, and (2) considers multitudes to have the same deter-
minacy possessed by the magnitudes put to work in geometric
proofs, so that the determinacy of any multitude lies merely in
the proportion that it makes with other multitudes.43 Aiming to
realize Euclid’s general theory of proportions as a theory of
equations, Viète understands every proportion to be the construc-
tion of an equation and every equation, once transformed, to be
the solution of a proportion, thereby permitting an “arbitrary”
amount of determinate solutions “on the basis of numbers as-
sumed at will.”44

Hence, to realize the general theory of proportions as a theory
of equations is in fact to transform the former—whose generality
lies specifically in demonstrating truths that hold for all instances
of a mathematical form—into an art of calculation which,
tellingly, Viète calls the “logistic of species.”45 First, about the
“logistical” aspect: Viète stresses the law of homogeneity, a law
which ensures, in contexts where magnitudes are represented by
multitudes, that the mathematician compares only homogenous
magnitudes—in other words, that one employs the same units of
measurement for each magnitude involved in a calculation.46 We
may not take the length of a line and add or subtract it from the
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42. Ibid., 157, 164. See Burt C. Hopkins, The Origin of Symbolic Math-
ematics: Edmund Husserl and Jacob Klein (Indianapolis: Indiana Uni-
versity Press, 2011), 273-275, 520, for a discussion of how Viète blends
these two modes of analysis and synthesis.
43. Ibid., 165.
44. Ibid., 163.
45. Ibid., 184.
46. Ibid., 172.
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area of a plane. In this, Viète follows the Greek logistical tradi-
tion. But he departs from this tradition by removing the distinc-
tion between theorems and problems. As Hopkins paraphrases
Klein, “[Viète] understands theorems to be problems whose so-
lution is not so much the truths themselves about mathematical
objects but the ‘art of finding or the finding of finding’ of the
general solution to all mathematical problems.”47 As for the
“species” aspect of the “logistic of species,” the species are what
make possible the general solutions.

Having transformed the general theory of proportions into
a theory of equations, complete with the equality sign and syn-
tactical rules that allow mathematical operations to be symbol-
ized, Viète requires a general object to operate on, an object
defined by quantitativeness as such.48 For this purpose, he ap-
propriates the Diophantian eidē and reads them as “variables.”49

Their determinacy, which makes them operable, comes automat-
ically from their being set up in an equation. Once in an equa-
tion, a letter sign becomes interpreted not as a quantity but as
quantity-in-general. What distinguishes a symbol (in Klein’s
sense) from a Diophantian letter-abbreviation is that it signifies
the concept of quantity. Viète’s “species” can in this respect be
understood as a generalization of the “true” arithmetic eidē of
Aristotle (not to be confused with the eidē that feature in Dio-
phantus’s logistic as mere properties of arithmoi). Recall that
for Aristotle the triad itself constitutes an eidos. Viète not only
replaces this eidetic triad with the concept of threeness, insepa-
rable from the symbol 3 (or any stipulated mark), but replaces
the eidē of arithmoi in general with the concept of the quantity,
inseparable from the symbol A (or any stipulated mark). Viète’s
innovation, and the essence of symbolic mathematics, is to allow
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47. Hopkins, Symbolic Mathematics, 496.
48. GMT, 166.
49. For the sake of brevity, I omit Klein’s interpretation of the role
played by the law of homogeneity in Viète’s appropriation of the
eidē.
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calculation with concepts.50

Is it nonsense to add the concept of twoness to the concept
of twoness? No: the problem is linguistic. The concept of twoness
is equivalent to two-in-general. To add two-in-general to two-in-
general is simply to disregard the units involved. The difference
between three-in-general (the moderns) and the triad (Aristotle)
is that the latter cannot exist without units of some sort. If we
have three apples, then we have one triad. If we then apply ab-
straction to get noetic units, then we have two triads. There is no
triad-in-itself. Moreover, there is no Greek equivalent for quan-
tity-in-general. For the Greeks, “quantity-in-general” refers to
every instance of quantity at the same time, not to something that
can be individually picked out by the mind as being any quantity
whose units we have disregarded. With the idea of quantity-in-
general, the moderns cause something like a paradigm shift in
mathematics without justifying it philosophically. For Klein, the
one who produces the closest thing to a justification is Descartes.

Mental Operations as Symbols

Descartes explains that the concept of quantity is indeed suited to
be the subject of calculative operations.51 In the first place, a con-
cept does not have the permanence of a being. It exists only inso-
far as it is “present to the intellect,” and it is present only insofar
as the intellect is “turned towards itself.” In other words, a concept
exists only so long as the mental act of conception is maintained.
The concept of quantity, in particular, arises when the intellect
takes the idea of number (which, residing in the imagination, al-
ways goes together with enumerated units) and separates (“ab-
stracts”) from it the character of being a number (i.e., a quantity).
The intellect thus obtains for itself the concept of quantity.52 How-
ever, a paradox arises. On the one hand, because of its dependence
on the imagination, the concept of quantity can’t absolutely ex-
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50. GMT, 175.
51. Ibid., 207.
52. Ibid., 201.
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clude the original beings “imaged” in the imagination. On the
other hand, as a concept, its content can’t include any determinate
beings. Therefore, to acquire the content of the concept of quan-
tity, the intellect returns to the imagination and produces for itself
the “indeterminate content,” the countable or measurable in gen-
eral, in the form of an arbitrary image having figure (in this case,
a letter-sign).53 The idea is that any image of a shape or a figure
can in principle be equated with any amount of an appropriate
measuring unit. This same mental operation applies to the “idea”
(in the imagination) of twoness, threeness, and so on. 

This means that when we deal with a variable in an equation,
we present to ourselves our own mental act of conceiving of
quantity-in-general.54 We don’t err in identifying the object of
representation (the content of the concept of quantity) with the
means of its representation (the arbitrary image), because in this
case the two really are identical.55 The identity of an arbitrary
image and the content of the concept of quantity is the paradig-
matic symbol in Klein’s sense. For Klein, this amounts to a new
“possibility” of “understanding,” according to which symbols are
the key to knowledge of the world.56 Klein’s point is that
Descartes gives an account of the sort of abstraction by which
we disregard the units of a quantity as well as the determinacy
of any quantity, similar to the way in which Aristotle explains
our access to pure units. One interpretation is that Descartes
builds on Aristotle’s philosophy, since his “symbol-generating
abstraction” depends on the prior activation of Aristotelian ab-
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53. Ibid., 205.
54. Cf. Hopkins, Symbolic Mathematics, 521.
55. GMT, 123.
56. Ibid., 200, 210. To make this mode of cognition work, Descartes
characterizes the intellect not exactly by incorporeality but by an unre-
latedness to corporeality. Descartes’s dualism is in this sense strictly
logical rather than ontological. The surprise is that this dualism makes
the mind a necessary condition for the substance of the world. Descartes
relates the corporeal directly to the imagination through the senses. But
for Descartes, corporeal things are the only things in the world, and the
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straction (interpreted in a certain way) to get “ideas” of arithmoi
into the imagination.57 The first abstraction provides “numbers”
of pure units, the second provides “pure numbers” and “pure
number in general.”

However, Descartes ascribes an epistemological “indepen-
dence” to algebra that was achieved by John Wallis, who can be
interpreted as taking a fully “operational” view of numbers.58

Wallis drops Descartes’s notion that algebra exhibits the order of
the world (see footnote 56), but he spontaneously fulfills Viète’s
requirement of homogeneity by conceiving the homogeneity of
numbers to be given by their symbolic character.59 For Wallis,
numbers are homogeneous because they are dimensionless, and
they are dimensionless because treating numbers strictly in terms
of the “numerical genus” is identical to conceiving them sym-
bolically.60 This allows Wallis to equate “numbers” with “indices
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imagination, which is corporeal, receives its impressions of things with-
out error. Therefore, since the imagination deals most easily and simply
with extended things, the essence of corporeality is extendedness (the
concept of extension), which is therefore the substance of the world.
But the content of the concept of extension is the measurable in general,
the same as the content of the concept of quantity. Therefore, the sub-
stance of the world is the concept of quantity. Descartes concludes that
correct algebraic equations exhibit the order of the world.
57. Ibid., 202.
58. It was the Flemish mathematician Simon Stevin (1548-1620) who
carried out the “complete and effective assimilation of the ‘numerical’
and the ‘geometric’ realm” under the concept of quantity by assimilat-
ing “the concept of ‘number’ to operations on ‘numbers’ already long
established” (GMT, 197, 293). Stevin thus “no longer deals with num-
bers of units which are determinate in each case but with the unlimited
possibility of combining ciphers” according to definite rules, thereby
allowing irrationals, negatives, and—crucially for the “continuity” of
number understood as a complete numerical correspondence to meas-
urable magnitudes—fractions to become “numbers” (193).
59. GMT, 218.
60. Ibid., 217.
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of ratios.”61 “2” thus becomes equivalent to “2/1.” Moreover, be-
cause Wallis says that a ratio—which is dimensionless because
it tells us how many times one magnitude is contained in an-
other—results from the division of one magnitude by another, his
implicit understanding of symbolic numbers is that they, in ad-
dition to the symbols for operations, image the mental operations
of calculation. It it true that we have to distinguish mental oper-
ations such as Descartes describes—concept-producing opera-
tions we aren’t aware of—from mental operations such as
division or squaring—straightforward operations we are aware
of. But “numbers” are in both cases understood as embodying
mental activity.

Because equating indices of ratios with number implies that
“number” has no connection to a particular multitude, Wallis,
with his “symbolic” reinterpretation of Euclidean ratio (radical-
izing the “parallelization of ‘arithmetical’ with ‘geometrical’ pro-
cedure” initiated by Viète), detaches algebra from any real
objects.62 This makes the number symbols themselves the “be-
ings” that correspond to knowledge , so that “the content of rea-
soning [i.e., mathematical propositions and inferences] . . . ipso
facto engender[s] its form [i.e., symbols], the latter doing nothing
more than formulating the very movement achieved by the mind”
in its ordered progression from quantities that are known to those
that are desired.63

It is in this sense that symbolic mathematics is an epistemo-
logical science of order and arrangement. Each symbol signifies
a mental operation (whether of calculation or conceptualization)
and symbolic (unit-less) numbers are substituted for the “definite
counts of definite things” familiar to the Greeks. Hence, to define
numbers, such as imaginary numbers, solely in terms of opera-
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61. Ibid., 223.
62. Ibid., 212.
63. Quotation from Étienne Gilson in David Lachterman, The Ethics of
Geometry: A Genealogy of Modernity (New York: Routledge, 1989),
182.
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tions and the equality sign is just an extension of the “definition”
of numbers as mental operations.64 What prevents symbolic
mathematics from becoming arbitrary is its rootedness in the con-
cept of quantity, a concept grounded in turn in the idea of arith-
moi. Symbolic mathematics can therefore be seen as a system
with a hard core (involving conceptualized quantities) expanded
upon by postulations. 

Conclusion

Is mathematical physics vitiated if symbolic numbers embody
mental operations? As Cosgrove shows with reference to the the-
ory of special relativity, Klein’s work suggests an affirmative ar-
gument.65 In special relativity, time- and distance-measurements
are relative to a frame of reference described by a coordinate sys-
tem. All coordinate systems are defined by four variables: three
for the dimensions of space, one for time. However, where space
is represented directly as x, y, z, time is represented indirectly as
√(-1)·ct.66 This way, every variable has units of distance,67 and
since (√(-1)·ct)2 = -c2 t2, it follows by substitution that s2 = dx2 +
dy2 + dz2 - c2dt2 is formally equivalent to s2 = x1 + x2 + x3 + x4. This
allows for an elegant mathematical characterization of the theory,
which flows from the fact that there are equations (the Lorentz
transformations) which take us from two mathematically de-
scribed positions in one frame of reference to those same meas-
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64. The imaginary “unit” (i) is that number which, when multiplied by
itself, gives negative one: i2 = -1. It is also stipulated that it is equal
only to the positive square-root.
65. Cosgrove, “Husserl, Jacob Klein, and Symbolic Nature,” 14-16.
Cosgrove advances an argument on Klein’s behalf, since Klein does
not fill the gap between his work on mathematics and his suggestions
that mathematical physics identifies nature with mathematical repre-
sentations.
66. c is the constant velocity of light in a vacuum, t is an interval of
time.
67. Given that the velocity of an object multiplied by an interval of time
gives the distance traversed.
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urements in another frame of reference that is in uniform motion
relative to the first. From these equations it follows that all frames
of reference share the property s2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 - c2dt2.68 Each
value of s2 is called a space-time interval.69

Restricting consideration to one spatial dimension, and re-
placing, as Cosgrove does, c2 (a constant) with 1, the equation
reduces to s2 = dx2 - dt2.70 If we now regard the space-time interval
as a physical quantity given in units of space-time, then dx2 - dt2

is an intuitively absurd subtraction of units of time from units of
distance that yields units of space-time. We perform the subtrac-
tion only by operating on symbolic numbers. Thus, our path from
measurements in the sensuous world to space-time passes
through a mathematical symbolism that filters out our intuitions
inexplicably. In this way, we cover nature with a symbolic dis-
guise, namely, space-time. 

The main problem with this argument is that it begs the
question. It assumes that the space-time interval is a physical
quantity and argues for the shattering of our intuitions. But it is
not a logical consequence of the theory that the space-time in-
terval is a physical quantity. The physical significance of the
space-time interval does not require the latter to be an “ab-
solute” quantity representing the “real world” of space-time.
We can simply regard space-time interval as a quantity whose
value implies certain facts about any two events being related
to one another across all frames of reference. That is, we can
characterize the correlation between equations and experiments
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68. x2 is in units of distance, c2 (as the constant velocity of light) in units
of velocity, and t2 in units of time. d tells us that we are dealing with
the difference between two coordinate values.
69. That the space-time interval is invariant with respect to all frames
of reference is the mathematical certification of special relativity, inas-
much as it preserves the universality of the laws of nature.
70. Cosgrove gives s2 = t2 - x2, but the difference is immaterial since in
either case the value of s2 is invariant between frames of reference. I
will object to Cosgrove’s substitution of 1 for c2 shortly.
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in terms of a network of inferences. For example, if dt2 is
greater than dx2, making s2 negative71 (this is termed a “time-
like” interval), then there is no frame of reference in which the
two events being related to one another occur simultaneously.
From this inference-oriented perspective, to posit an “absolute
world” of space-time is an act of philosophical interpretation.72

As regards Cosgrove’s substitution of 1 for c2, this step, while
mathematically permissible, is required only by his assumption
that the space-time interval is a physical quantity.73 However, that
the space-time interval be given in units of distance, not units of
space-time, is the desired result of representing the time coordi-
nate indirectly as the variable √(-1)·ct. Though we might want to
know where we can find the distance s2, this distance is nowhere
because it cannot be measured. It can only be calculated. But this
is no problem. From the claim that some quantity is in units of
distance it does not follow that this quantity can be measured. A
quantity can be imaginary—it can be a mathematical artifact—
without voiding any of the reasoning that leads to or away from
it. This is why the space-time interval can be imaginary and still
have physical significance. From its value, we can draw conclu-
sions about any two events being related to one another across
all frames of reference. The space-time interval is meaningful
and intuition-preserving within the total context of the theory of
special relativity. It is only when it is interpreted as a physical
quantity that it covers over the sensible world like a symbolic
disguise. No experiment can prove the existence of space-time,
with reference to the special theory of relativity.

Therefore, assuming similar arguments can be made for sim-
ilar “concepts,” I don’t think that Klein is correct to suggest that
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71. For why this is unproblematic, see Cosgrove, “Husserl, Jacob Klein,
and Symbolic Nature,” fn. 43.
72. The interdependence of space and time, and even the mathemati-
cal symmetry of the two, is not equivalent to the existence of a single
physical medium.
73. As Cosgrove argues: “Clearly the quantity c2t2 - x2 cannot itself be
a space-time interval since it has units of distance” (15). 
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modern physics is vitiated by mathematical symbolism—that it
substitutes a symbolic nature for nature itself. This is because the
character of symbolic mathematics as a reasoning tool is the heart
of symbolic mathematics. One could take the foundation laid by
Klein and argue that it is because symbolic mathematics allows
us to exhibit our own mental activity that the mathematical part
of physics can’t be responsible for generating a symbolic nature.
It only allows us to make that mistake. Of course, the example
of the space-time interval certainly supports Klein’s view that the
goal of modern physics is to identify immutable relationships
(“laws of nature” representing the “structure of the world”)74 that
hold between things insofar as the properties of the latter can be
measured. At least, reformations of our basic concepts, including
space and time, do not seem forthcoming.75 This frees us to phi-
losophize in the Greek mode, drawing out the implications of the
meanings given in natural language, so long as we take into ac-
count the achievements of mathematical physics and science in
general.76

On the other hand, the intimate connection that Klein draws
between the Greeks and the theoretical character of algebra is
suspect. It is not clear that symbolic mathematics is logically de-
pendent on Greek mathematics, because Klein does not discuss
any theories about mathematics other than those of the Greeks
and that of Descartes. He pulls off his argument by assuming that
showing how modern mathematics came to be is equivalent to
revealing its theoretical underpinnings. Though Klein refers at
least once to his work as “historical” in the ordinary sense, he is
concerned to reveal a “special kind of conceptualization,”
namely, “symbol-generating abstraction,” that is necessary for
symbolic mathematics.77 Thus, Klein concludes by asserting that
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74. GMT, 184-185.
75. See Azzouni, “Can science change our notion of existence?”
76. The reason to prefer a proposition that issues from a theory over a
proposition that issues from intuition is that to discount the former is to
discount the theory. So, it can be reasonable to doubt one’s intuitions.
77. GMT, 4, 147.
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Wallis’s conception of arithmetic (which we may identify with
symbolic mathematics) “can be understood only in terms of a
symbolic reinterpretation of the ancient ‘numbered assemblage,’
of the arithmos.”78 I think it is fair to say that this has not been
demonstrated.
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78. Ibid., 223.
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Which Sciences Does the Political 
Science Direct and Use and
How Does It Do So?
Edward M. Macierowski 
Core texts are at the heart of any educational tradition. Since they
are so close to heart, they deserve reading and rereading, and
sometimes in rereading we discover key forks in the road, deci-
sive moves that lead us to think along certain lines rather than
along others. A recent translation of Aristotle’s Nicomachean
Ethics highlights one of these forks in the road and leads us to
reexamine the question about what Aristotle calls the “architec-
tonic” role of political science, its role as master-builder over the
other sciences. In this paper I propose to do four things: (1) to
call attention to a seemingly trivial editorial choice made by In-
gram Bywater in his influential edition of the Greek text of Aris-
totle’s Ethics; (2) to show that this editorial choice has no basis
in the manuscript tradition and is therefore misguided; (3) to
show what is at stake for political practice; and (4) to show in
what ways political science directs and uses the other sciences
and in which ways it does not.

1. Noticing the problem

One of the great merits of a recent translation of Aristotle’s Ethics
is that it meticulously adheres to Ingram Bywater’s 1894 Greek
critical edition in the Oxford Classical Texts. Let me first quote
from this translation Book I, chapter 2, and then from a note that
calls attention to a thought-provoking oddity. Here is Aristotle:

If, therefore, there is some end of our actions that we
wish for on account of itself, the rest being things we

Edward M. Macierowski is Professor of Philosophy at Benedictine
College in Atchison, Kansas. This paper was first delivered at the
twenty-first annual conference of the Association for Core Texts and
Courses held in Plymouth, Massachusetts on 10 April 2015.
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wish for on account of this end, and if we do not choose
all things on account of something else—for in this way
the process will go on infinitely such that the longing in-
volved is empty and pointless—clearly this would be the
good, that is, the best. And with a view to our life, then,
is not the knowledge of this good of great weight, and
would we not, like archers in possession of a target, bet-
ter hit on what is needed? If this is so, then one must try
to grasp, in outline at least, whatever it is and to which
of the sciences or capacities it belongs.

But it might be held to belong to the most authorita-
tive and architectonic one, and such appears to be the po-
litical art. For it ordains what sciences must be in cities
and what kinds each person must learn and up to what
point. We also see that even the most honored capaci-
ties—for example, generalship, household management,
rhetoric—fall under the political art. Because it makes use
of the remaining [here note 10 calls attention to the elim-
ination of a word] sciences and, further, because it legis-
lates what one ought to do and what to abstain from, its
end would encompass those of the others, with the result
that this would be the human good. For even if this is the
same thing for an individual and a city, to secure and pre-
serve the good of the city appears to be something greater
and more complete: the good of the individual by himself
is certainly desirable enough, but that of a nation and of
cities is nobler and more divine (1094a18-b11).1

Let us now read their useful note 10:

The MSS add at this point the word practical (or sciences
“related to action”: praktikais), but Bywater, followed by
Stewart and Burnet, deletes it.2

Let us now attend to the key sentence once again, with and with-
out Bywater’s deletion. First with the deletion:

1. Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, trans. Robert C. Bartlett and Susan
D. Collins (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 2-3.
2. Ibid., 3.
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Because it makes use of the remaining sciences and,
further, because it legislates what one ought to do and
what to abstain from, its end would encompass those
of the others, with the result that this would be the
human good.

In this version, political science seems to “make use of the re-
maining sciences” without any restriction. Now let us see what
the text sounds like without Bywater’s deletion:

Because it makes use of the remaining practical sci-
ences and, further, because it legislates what one ought
to do and what to abstain from, its end would encom-
pass those of the others, with the result that this would
be the human good.3

Our first question is this: To what did “the manuscripts add” the
restrictive word “practical”? Our second question is: From what
did Bywater delete the word “practical”? These questions bring
us to the next stage of our argument.

2. Evaluation of Bywater’s Deletion

It is easier to answer the second question than the first: Bywa-
ter deleted the restrictive adjective praktikais from the univer-
sal testimony of the Greek manuscript tradition. The only
possible answer to the first question is that the manuscripts all
and each added something to what Aristotle had said. But apart
from the manuscripts themselves, how would one know what
Aristotle said or thought? At any event, Bywater reports no
variant in the Greek manuscript tradition. The medieval Latin

3. “Because it makes use of the remaining practical sciences and, further,
because it legislates what one ought to do and what to abstain from, its
end would encompass those of the others, with the result that this would
be the human good” (1094b4-7; italics mine): chrōmenēs de tautēs tais
loipais [praktikais] tōn epistēmōn, eti de nomothetousēs ti dei prattein
kai tinōn apechesthai, to tautēs telos periechoi an ta tōn allōn, hōste
tout’ an eiē t’anthrōpinon agathon. Burnet reports no variant manuscript
readings and simply asserts of the bracketed word “seclusi”—“I have
set it aside.”
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translation must be based upon a Greek manuscript of the same
manuscript tradition; for it also keeps the restrictive adjective
“practical.”4 Even the medieval Arabic manuscript tradition re-
ports the same reading.5 In short, Bywater flies in the face of
the universal testimony of all the surviving manuscript evi-
dence. A scholar of Bywater’s stature must have had some rea-
son. Can we find it?

It should be noted that a year after his Greek edition of the
Ethics he did provide a justification for his departure from the
manuscript tradition. Here is what he says about the passage
in question:

I, 2, 1094b4 chrōmenēs de tautēs tais loipais [prak-
tikais] tōn epistēmōn.

loipais, though recognized indirectly by Aspasius (p.
6, 3-5), is represented in his paraphrase by praktikais
(hyparchei de tēi politikēi kai to chrēsthai tais prak-
tikais tōn epistēmōn, p. 6, 11). From this I infer that
praktikais is really a gloss, which in the inferior MSS.
has found a place in the text along with the genuine
word loipais, and which in Kb, as sometimes happens
in this MS. (v. supra p. 19), has dispossessed it. In a
context like the present the limitation involved in prak-
tikais is inappropriate; for if politikē is the one supreme
art, all other arts must come under it, not the practical
arts merely. The qualification was no doubt suggested
by what is said later on at the end of Bk. VI. (1145a 6),

4. The medieval Latin translation of this passage from the Ethics (found
in the Leonine critical edition of Aquinas’s Sententia Libri Ethicorum,
[Rome: Leonine Commision, 1969] T. 47, 7) obviously depends upon a
Greek manuscript with the same reading: “Utente autem hac reliquis
practicis disciplinarum, amplius autem legem ponente quid oportet op-
erari et a quibus abstinere, huius finis complectitur utique eos qui aliarum,
quapropter hic utique erit humanum bonum” (italics mine). 
5. The Arabic Version of the Nicomachean Ethics, ed. Anna A. Akasoy and
Alexander Fidora, trans. Douglas M. Dunlop (Boston: Brill, 2005), 114.7
“Since this art employs the practical sciences . . . ”; 115.7, line 8: “fa-idh
kānat hādhihi-ṣinā‘a tasta‘milu-l-‘ulūm al-‘amaliyya . . . ” (italics mine).
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but that point is not yet of any importance for the ar-
gument; and it would have required a much more dis-
tinct statement, if Aristotle had meant to insist upon it
at this early state in his discussion.6

Here Bywater prefers the authority of the second century
commentator Aspasius to that of the universal manuscript tra-
dition, but attempts to eliminate the praktikais reported by As-
pasius himself. On the other hand, Bywater himself admits 

two circumstances, which limit and impair to some ex-
tent the value of the evidence in his Commentary.

(1) We must remember, in the first place, that the
Commentary, as we now have it, from MSS. of very
late date, has suffered sadly in the process of transmis-
sion to us. . . .

(2) In the second place, the Commentary is really
more of the nature of a paraphrase, with quotations
from the original interspersed or incidentally worked
into the text. Hence it is that in his restatements of Ar-
istotle Aspasius often allows himself a pretty free hand;
he substitutes, for instance, his own connecting parti-
cles; he inserts what he thinks conducive to clearness,
and ignores what he deems trivial or unimportant for
the general meaning.7

The key to Bywater’s justification for preferring his infer-
ence from the spongy evidence of Aspasius against the univer-
sal manuscript tradition is therefore this doctrinal claim: “if
politikē is the one supreme art, all other arts must come under
it, not the practical arts merely.” Does Aristotle hold that “poli-
tikē is the one supreme art” without qualification?

6. Ingram Bywater, Contributions to the Textual Criticism of Aristotle’s
Nicomachean Ethics (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1892; reprint, New
York: Arno Press, 1973), 22-23.
7. Bywater, Contributions, 1-3. For a recent survey of the scholarship
on the role of Aspasius in transmitting the text, see the introduction by
Joaquín E. Meabe to Aristóteles, Ética a Nicómaco (Buenos Aires: Las
Cuarenta, 2014), 1-24. The introduction is available on-line: https://
www.academia.edu/7973667/Ética_a_Nicómaco
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3. So what? Why is it practically important to keep the re-
striction in place?
Aristotle was a thoughtful and careful writer. Thoughtful and
careful writers do not use words without purpose. Aristotle
elsewhere distinguishes three kinds of thought: “If all thought
is either practical or productive or theoretical, physics must be
a theoretical science.”8 The productive sciences are concerned
with making something; e.g., a carpenter produces a cabinet,
which is able to stand on its own as a separate product once it
is finished. The practical sciences are concerned with doing
something; e.g. a singer acts only so long as she is singing: the
song, the singing, and the singer are actually inseparable. The
theoretical9 sciences involve the attitude of an on-looker; e.g.,
the spectator at a football game does not change anything in
the game merely by watching it. If there are any theoretical
sciences, that is, ways of knowing things that trace them back
to unchangeable first principles whose truth is self-contained,

8. Aristotle, Metaphysics 1025b25, trans. W. D. Ross (Oxford: Claren-
don Press, 1908). Against the background of Mill’s utilitarianism and
Marx’s obsession with practice (e.g., the conclusion of the eleven the-
ses on Feuerbach: “The philosophers have only interpreted the world
in various ways; the point is to change it” in Karl Marx and Frederick
Engle, The German Ideology, ed. C. J. Arthur [New York: Interna-
tional Publishers, 1947], 123), it is not surprising that theoretical phi-
losophy in the nineteenth century might get out of focus. The polemic
against theoretical philosophy was more obvious even earlier in
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Part IV (1651): “Of the Kingdome of
Darknesse.”
9. It is important not to misunderstand what Aristotle is getting at here.
Today, the words “speculative” or “theoretical” connote some idle, un-
grounded, tentative attitude that may not even have anything to do with the
truth. For Aristotle, by way of contrast, theoretical sciences aim to take in
the truth of things as they are. Indeed, Aristotle argues that there are three
main theoretical sciences: a study of changeable beings, which he calls
physics or natural science; a study of beings dependent upon matter for
their existence but not for their intelligibility, which he calls mathematics;
and a study of being precisely as such which he calls sometimes “wisdom,”
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then there might be a possible tension between a political
leader who wants everything to be under his control and a
philosopher who recognizes that some things cannot be other-
wise than as they are. Aristotle, however, respects the authority
of the political leadership, focusing attention on “the most hon-
ored capacities”; note, however, that theoretical philosophy is
not on the list. Aristotle’s three examples are all practical dis-
ciplines: “generalship, household management, rhetoric.”
4. Conclusion: in what ways political science directs the other
sciences and in which ways it uses them.
By way of conclusion, I should like to call attention to a re-
cently published translation of Thomas Aquinas’s commentary
on this passage, wherein he finds “two characteristics of an ar-
chitectonic science”: (a) “that it dictates what is to be done by
the art or science subject to it,” e.g. horsemanship orders the
activity of bridle-making and (b) that the architectonic science
uses the sciences subject to it “for its own ends.”10 If one blurs
the distinction between “practical sciences” and “sciences”
without qualification, as Bywater’s deletion does, the specula-
tive sciences become entirely invisible, and so does Aristotle’s
point. Let’s focus on (a)—how politics dictates what is to be
done.

Now the first of these is applicable to politics or political
science both in regard to the speculative and in regard
to the practical sciences, in different ways, however. Po-
litical science dictates to a practical science both con-

sometimes “first philosophy,” and sometimes “theology.” Aristotle makes
no explicit mention of any “theoretical” sciences in this passage, but, grant-
ing that the universal testimony of the manuscript tradition is right, this
should indicate to careful readers who know something about philosophy,
that there might be something somehow over the horizon of political think-
ing. Only in the last book of the Ethics does he point to a distinction between
two types of happiness: that of the citizen and that of the philosopher. 
10. Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on the Nicomachean Ethics, in Me-
dieval Political Philosophy: A Sourcebook, ed. Joshua Parens and Joseph
C. Macfarland (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2011), 274.
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cerning its use—whether or not it should operate—and
concerning the specification of its act. It dictates to the
smith not only that he use his art but also that he use it
in such a fashion as to make knives of a particular kind.
Both are ordered the end of human living.11

Given that there are also theoretical sciences to take into account,
we can now appreciate the contrast:

But political science dictates to a speculative science only
concerning its use and not concerning the specification of
its work. Political science orders that some teach or learn
geometry; and actions of this kind, in so far as they are
voluntary, belong to the matter of ethics and can be or-
dered to the goal of human living. But the political ruler
does not dictate to geometry what conclusions it should
draw about a triangle, for this is not subject to the human
will nor can it be ordered to human living, but it depends
on the very nature (ratio) of things.12

As to the second point (b), “the use of subordinate sciences be-
longs to political science only in reference to the practical sci-
ences.” In modern terms, even a Stalin cannot make two plus two
equal to anything but four, though he might be able to intimidate
people into saying otherwise. “Hence,” Aristotle adds, “we see
that the most highly esteemed, that is, the noblest, skills or oper-
ative arts fall under political science, namely, strategy, domestic
economy, and rhetoric, which political science uses for its own
end, that is for the common good of the city.”13

Aquinas then notes the distinction between political science,
which “is most important, not simply, but in the genus of the prac-
tical sciences” which treats the ultimate end of human life, but
leaves room for the study of the “ultimate end of the whole uni-
verse . . . which is the most important without qualification.”14

11. Ibid., 274. Italics mine.
12. Ibid., 274. Italics mine.
13. Ibid., 275.
14. Ibid., 275.
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Against the background of the fuller range of Aristotle’s
properly philosophical thought, we can see in what sense Bywa-
ter’s position is right and in what way it needs to be qualified.
“The qualification,” he said, “was no doubt suggested by what is
said later on at the end of Bk. VI (1145a 6).”15 What is that?

And yet prudence does not exercise authoritative control
over wisdom or the better part [of the soul, just as the art
of medicine does not do so over health either, for it does
not make use of health but rather sees how it comes into
being; it is for the sake of health, then, that medicine is-
sues commands, but it does not issue them to health. Fur-
thermore, it would be just as if someone should assert
that the political art rules over the gods because it issues
commands about all things in the city.16

If Aristotle’s principal audience for his ethical lectures should
be gentlemen rather than philosophers, the reason “that point is
not yet of any importance for the argument” might well be that
gentlemen would not even think of disagreeing. Perhaps, as By-
water says, “it would have required a much more distinct state-
ment, if Aristotle had meant to insist upon it at this early state in
his discussion.” But is there any dispute between a philosopher
who might claim to prove the existence of unchangeable beings
and gentlemen who would surely not contest the immutability of
the gods of the city? Aristotle does not trouble perfect gentlemen
with the fine points of theoretical philosophy, but he counts on
them to recognize that certain opinions held by gentlemen offer
a bulwark against tyranny. As for Aquinas, his proximate audi-
ence would likely not be gentlemen, even if they were scholars.
Aquinas does, at any event, show why the restrictive adjective
“practical” is not superfluous.

15. Bywater, Contributions, 23.
16. Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, 134.
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Ass, You Like It? 
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream as Political Philosophy

Nalin Ranasinghe

William Shakespeare’s early comedies are marked by the perva-
sive presence of twins. Remarkably, this theme extends even to
the level of the plays themselves: comedies and tragedies with
striking similarities appear on stage at about the same time. While
each play in such a dyad conforms to the requirements of its re-
spective genre, the presence of a doppelgänger creates irony, and
raises questions about the comic or tragic conclusions reached in
each play.

One such pair is Romeo and Juliet and A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. Both were written and performed in the mid-1590s, and
both raise very similar questions about love, marriage and politics
while yet describing exactly opposite—and thus perfectly com-
plementary—dramatic trajectories. In Romeo and Juliet we see
a potential comic resolution to a political impasse turn tragic
through a malefic combination of religious meddling and star-
crossed accident. A Midsummer Night’s Dream, on the other
hand, presents an inherently tragic situation that slips into a con-
ventional comic conclusion. Its characters are not weighed down
by determinate causality and intractable philosophical struggles
with their own natures; the whole play seems to share Puck’s airy
comment on human affairs: “Lord, what fools these mortals be”
(III.ii.115). The attitude of the fairies is broadly benevolent; they
revel in what’s comic and contingent in human matters, advanc-
ing rather than hindering the interests of mortals. Despite much
misunderstanding and maladroit manipulation, the actions of the
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play’s characters in A Midsummer Night’s Dream are hardly fa-
talistic. For the most part, humans entangle themselves in home-
spun webs of false necessity. They are foolish, but not wicked.
Unlike Romeo and Juliet, which shows the disaster that can arise
from imposing social, political, and clerical structures on human
life, A Midsummer Night’s Dream offers a self-portrait of Shake-
speare, a man as playful as Puck and as wise as Bottom, as he at-
tempts to reconcile the divine and the human in our nature, and
tries to repair the rupture between reason and religion.

In repudiating the reductive cruelty of Old Comedy, and re-
habilitating, in the spirit of Erasmus, the gentler magic of a
Menander or Plautus, Shakespeare offers a truly Christian alter-
native both to the austere anti-theatrical hellfire of Knox and to
the corrupt ritualism of the Old Church. The new and overzealous
religious piety of Shakespeare’s time banished all playhouses
from London and re-situated them on the other side of the river.
Similarly, the young lovers Hermia and Lysander escape the
harsh laws of the city by taking refuge in the dark woods of the
imagination. I argue that A Midsummer Night’s Dream makes the
case for ending the ancient feud between philosophy and poetry,
which in Shakespeare’s day had become a conflict between ra-
tional but politicized religionists and pagan pastoral poets.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream signals its comic intent by
rewriting the myth of Theseus and Hippolyta. Anyone conversant
with the Greek tales would know that on the eve of Theseus’s
marriage to Hippolyta an Amazon invasion of Attica took the
bride’s life—a conclusion as contrary to the sunny ending of
Shakespeare’s play as any that could be dreamed. It seems, then,
that because of the events Shakespeare relates, the tragic out-
comes of the myth were averted. Hippolyta did not die in battle
against her own people; Theseus did not take another wife, Phae-
dra; and Hippolytus, the son of Theseus and Hippolyta, did not
die misjudged by his father because of his haughty insensitivity
to his stepmother’s passion for him. Shakespeare’s alternative
mythology transmutes tragedy into comedy. 

But Shakespeare does not leave the tragic behind entirely.
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We are reminded of darker forces at the very start of the play.
Theseus, in ordering Philostrate to encourage exuberance in the
kingdom, makes a reference to sorrow by way of contrast: “Go,
Philostrate, / Stir up the Athenian youth to merriments; / Awake
the pert and nimble spirit of mirth; / Turn melancholy forth to fu-
nerals; / The pale companion is not for our pomp” (I.1.11-15).1
Almost immediately, an old man bearing his father’s name,
Egeus, appears with a complaint against his disobedient daughter
Hermia. The original Egeus, Theseus’s father, threw himself into
the ocean when he failed to see the victorious signal flag that
Theseus forgot to fly over the ship returning him to Athens from
his mission to defeat the Minotaur in Crete. The Aegean Sea re-
mains an enduring monument to Egeus’s precipitous despair. 

Shakespeare’s Egeus is similarly hasty in despairing over his
child. Hermia has fallen madly in love with Lysander rejecting
her father’s wish that she marry the almost identical Demetrius.
For his part, Demetrius has recently turned his affections to Her-
mia, despite having previously wooed and won the love of He-
lena, who had once been Hermia’s closest friend. Shakespeare
paints the two pairs of lovers as being almost indistinguishable
in character from each other.2

Angry Egeus demands that the full weight of the patriarchal
Athenian law be applied against his disobedient daughter. If Her-
mia persists in denying her father’s legal right to overrule her af-
fections, she must choose between execution and perpetual
confinement in a nunnery (I.i.69-73). Although Theseus is sym-
pathetic toward Hermia, he claims to be powerless under the law
he must uphold; he gives her the same four days to make her
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1. Citations from A Midsummer Night’s Dream are keyed to The Norton
Shakespeare: Based on the Oxford Edition, ed. Stephen Greenblatt,
Walter Cohen, Jean Howard, and Katharine Maus, (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1997).
2. My reading of the play has been greatly influenced by Rene Girard’s
“Love by Another’s Eye: Mimetic Punning in A Midsummer Night’s
Dream” in his book A Theatre of Envy (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1991), 72-79.
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choice that stand between him and his approaching nuptials.
(I.i.83ff.) According to Duke Theseus, Hermia should view her
father as a god. She is but wax, subject to his formative power,
to be defaced or reshaped in any way he chooses (I.i.47-51). It is
also clear that Egeus is willful; even though there is no real dif-
ference between the two men vying for his child’s hand, his own
freedom of choice is all that really matters. In other words, to
Egeus reason means nothing more than his authority to rule ar-
bitrarily over the desires of those under his power. His law is not
just; it is merely the tyranny of age over youth. It is no wonder
that Hermia and Lysander try to flee from it.

Yet when we follow the lovers to overhear their conference,
we rapidly lose our respect for them as well. It is as everything
they know about love came from a poor staging of Romeo and
Juliet—a play, I think, which Shakespeare spent much of his ca-
reer trying to atone for. In choosing Juliet’s adolescent passion
over Egeus’s self-centered authority, the lovers find themselves
hooked on the other horn of the dilemma. Pure passion is as mad
as puritanical rationality. Furthermore, since A Midsummer
Night’s Dream actually contains a poor performance of a crude
version of Romeo and Juliet, we see our lovers obliviously mock-
ing a play that accurately reflects their own follies and vices. To
their elders, they are victims of Eros, tortured on the rack of pas-
sion. 

Lysander and Hermia are quite certain that “the course of true
love never did run smooth” (I.i.134). To them this means that the
intensity of their mad passion is reinforced by the conventional
love-perils they must overcome—and they are unaware of the
fact that having love-perils is itself a convention. But this surely
amounts to choosing “love through another’s eyes,” (I.i.140) the
very command Hermia rejects when told her eyes must see with
her father’s judgment. Further confirmation of the self-conscious
madness induced by this kind of love is given by Helena, who
tells Demetrius of the lovers’ plan to flee Athens, thus jeopardiz-
ing her chance to be rid of her rival merely because she expects
to be thanked by him for this favor. Helena is all too aware of the
fickle nature of love, which “looks not with the eyes but with the
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mind” (I.ii.234), but she is no less prone to be ruled by a force
that elevates “to form and dignity . . . things base and vile”
(I.ii.232). Her judgment is ruled by forces to which she submits,
even as she laments their tyranny. We are again reminded of her
namesake, Helen of Troy, and her excuse “a god made me do it.”3

This divinization of love—both affirmed and denied in A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream to the extent that it reveals love to be ran-
dom and supernaturally potent—seems to distinguish between
two distinct ways of being influenced by love: we can fall under
the spell of an imaginary love we create for ourselves, or we can
actually succumb to the real thing. Although A Midsummer
Night’s Dream seems to warn that the effects of imaginary love
are as short-lived as they are rare, we will shortly receive an ac-
count of the transcendent origins of this sickness. This disease is
so potent that just the desire for it can lead to follies that lack all
the divine power and inspiration imparted by true love. 

Meanwhile, in accordance with Theseus’s demand for mer-
riment, a troupe of lowly but loyal Athenian artisans are prepar-
ing to stage a play. Although these men are far lower on the social
scale than the lovers, their affairs, and the account of imagination
that attends them, are of particular interest because Shakespeare
himself did not belong to the nobility, while he is almost univer-
sally considered one of the world’s greatest poets. Like the demi-
deity Eros, whom Diotima describes in Plato’s Symposium as the
offspring of Need and Plenty,4 Shakespeare is a unique combi-
nation of low status and high imagination. Despite being out in
“the wind and the rain” like Touchstone at the play’s end, Shake-
speare nevertheless had the honor of being summoned to enter-
tain the highest nobility. One could say that Titania is the
alter-ego of Queen Elizabeth.

Thus, despite the ridicule they suffer, the players called “rude
mechanicals”—and Bottom in particular—will teach us how to
laugh at them; this will prepare us for the self-knowledge that
will have us laughing at ourselves together with Puck. The deep
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self-knowledge that is to be imparted here is comic rather than
condemnatory: the doctrine of original sin and limited redemp-
tion is replaced by the doctrine that men are fools with immortal
yearnings that make us both sublime and ridiculous. Shake-
speare’s theater takes the place of the church and its rituals, just
as Athenian theater sought simultaneously to worship, to edify,
and to entertain. As in the Christian liturgy, the Theater of Diony-
sus—a god-man who was torn apart and consumed by his devo-
tees—brought grace and desire into close contact. In theater, the
performance is not marred by the personal imperfections of the
individual performers, just as in the Mass the sacrifice of the Eu-
charist is not tainted by any sins that may attach to the priest per-
forming the service. Indeed, the theater constitutes a polite but
decidedly pagan challenge to the church’s claim to be the sole
pathway to God. Shakespeare’s comic theater does not insult di-
vinity, and thus it avoids both hubris and original sin. On the con-
trary, it takes the ancient Greek view of the sacredness of theater
and joins to it the Christian humanistic belief in the ultimate
goodness of both creation and its God.

Now the rude mechanicals are anxious not to offend the nobles
in the audience; for this reason they try to explain away any trou-
bling aspects of their performance. This concern is essentially po-
litical. Theater has always been a vehicle for breaking through class
constraints, and an indirect organ of social criticism, as the ruling
classes have always been well aware. Recall Elizabeth I’s alarm at
recognizing herself in Richard II: she is supposed to have said, “I
am Richard II, know ye not that?”5 Shakespeare too is aware of
the political implications of his art. By calling his play a “Dream”
and presenting it as fantasy, he makes it easy for his audience to
escape the strictures of society. This in turn allows them eventually,
like the young lovers in the play, to be delivered from the shackles
of self-ignorance that are tightened by society’s prohibitions—as
illustrated by the Myth of the Cave in Plato’s Republic.
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Bottom the weaver stands out from all the other players. His
profession suggests that Shakespeare intends him to be a parody
of Plato’s statesman, who weaves together all the different con-
stituencies of a city. He resembles the kind of poet most feared
by the guardians of the Republic in his zany desire to play every
role and steal every scene.6 His wild malapropisms suggest that
he cares little for the nature of things, and that nothing is stable
in his whirligig view of reality. For Bottom, at bottom, all things
are one. This would be worrying enough to the forces of order,
but what is worse is his earnest desire to “play” the tyrant (I.ii.21-
22, 33). Fortunately, no one has to take Bottom seriously. Al-
though his boundless energy, incorrigible ingenuity, and good
humor might have stood him in good stead at a higher station in
life, Bottom’s Christian name, Nick, indicates his actual condi-
tion: he is “nicked,” or safely penned within the confines of social
reality.

The play now turns to the fairies in the depths of the forest.
We meet Puck (an emancipated version of Prospero’s indentured
spirit Ariel in The Tempest), who is the chief factotum of Oberon,
King of Fairies. If Bottom is the hidden solid base of our play,
Puck is its grand unifying principle; his task is “to jest to Oberon
and make him smile” (II.i.44). This sprite seems to delight in jolt-
ing all things out of their accustomed positions and thereby caus-
ing their true natures to be revealed. Nature, after all, involves
continual growth and self-revelation: as Heidegger pointed out,
in Greek the term for nature, phusis, essentially means “growth.”7

The nature of a city too must involve growth, repeated overturn-
ing of established categories, and continual revelation of its char-
acter. The static order of a city is only its body; a city only
becomes a polis by striving toward the beautiful and the just,8

and it often needs the aid of guiding daimon to do so. In fifth-
century Athens, Socrates played this role through his persistent
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practice of public dialectic. In the Athens of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Puck plays this role through his persistently play-
ful upending of public norms. The continual reconsideration of
settled categories shows that the telos of the city, its true end and
purpose, cannot be sustained by economic and social stability
and self-sufficiency. Such as structure results in a stifling hege-
mony like that of Egeus, in which the old use the law to punish
the sexual desires of the young in order to advance their own
vices, which are directed more at gaining and preserving power
than at fertile productivity.9

Puck reports a quarrel between Oberon, his master, and Ti-
tania, the queen of the fairies. It seems that they have fallen out
over a changeling boy on whom they both have claims. While
the queen loves him for the sake of her dear friend, his dead
mother, with whom she spent many a pleasant hour, Oberon
seems to want him for reasons that have more to do with jealousy
than genuine affection. It seems that the mimetic impulse to de-
sire another’s possession simply because the other takes delight
in it extends far beyond the human realm. But we also see the
contrast between this kind of jealous desire, which can only ex-
press itself through contending over things inconsequential in
themselves, and true friendship. When we recall how the long-
standing friendship between Hermia and Helena was swiftly
ended by the introduction of mimetic romantic desire, we wonder
how and from source wanton fancy, a sort of love in idleness,
gains the tragic desire to uproot itself from what is natural and
orderly. Mimetic desires must reflect, however deceptively, some
transcendent reality that the natural order can only understand in
terms of transgression and outrage. Otherwise, we cannot explain
how the imagination effortlessly overturns the natural order,
strikes out after goals that cannot be grasped by the likes of old
Egeus, and threatens to turn us all into lunatics, star-crossed
lovers, and bad poets. Small wonder that the outraged rulers of a
city choose to fight this force using every means in their power. 
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Some explanation of the origin of these desires is provided
when Oberon and Titania make their entrance accompanied by
their entourages. While they bicker we learn that both Theseus
and Hippolyta owe much to the fairy queen and king: although
their beneficiaries are oblivious to this, Oberon and Titania have
provided these lucky mortals whom they love with supernatural
assistance in their heroic exploits. It is striking that the benevo-
lence of the fairy rulers is bestowed upon Theseus and Hippolyta
on the basis of erotic attraction. Even for fairies, love seems to
defy all the conventions of marital fidelity. Although they know
how to use love’s power far more efficiently than humans, the
fairies are clearly not immune to the madness of love. This is why
their quarrel over the changeling boy has produced terrible con-
sequences in the physical world. Nature’s order has been terribly
disrupted: the harvests have been ruined; the seasons do not
change on time; indeed, all the limits of nature have been trans-
gressed. Titania admits that she and Oberon are the progenitors
of this mad chaos. Their erotic desires are not fulfilled by sexual
union, but rather by infusing those they love with their power.
The rhythm and order of the cosmos, and of all the creatures in
it, seem to be kept through their meeting and dancing, which their
quarrel has prevented.

After Hippolyta’s angry departure, Oberon schemes to tor-
ment her for this “injury” to his pride. Now Puck is told to em-
ploy magic against Titania; he must use the juice of a flower, once
touched by one of Cupid’s arrows, to make her fall madly in love
with the next living creature she sees (II.i.172). Insofar as A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream analogizes the politics of its time, neither
Cupid’s arrow nor Puck’s flower-juice hit the mark. The intended
victim, the Queen of England, seems to have been immune to
love’s otherwise irresistible power. Elizabeth was about sixty
years old when the play was first produced, and by that time, it
appears, she understood the reality of love, and was not to be
ruled by its false signifiers. 

While Shakespeare may tread, however lightly, on dangerous
political ground, he does not seem to be in open conflict with the
unstated doctrines of love that we have managed to derive from
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the play. We distinguished earlier between the real madness of
love and merely falling victim to the concept of love. Now let us
remember Plato’s Phaedrus, from which the language of lunatic,
lover, and poet is derived, and recall Socrates’ famous palinode
in defense of truly divine love.10 Like Elizabeth, Socrates—
whose only claimed area of expertize was in matters of love—
was immune to the blandishments of false love: he was more than
able to resist the sexual attraction of the all-but-irresistible Al-
cibiades.11 These examples of being able to separate true love
from false love show that love is not in itself madness. Never-
theless, it is also the basis of the various forms of lunacy come
over us because of our craving for love, a craving that is often
just as blind as it is selfish. We must distinguish between behold-
ing the genuine object of love, falling into the genuine madness
of love, and embracing the base imitation of this genuine mad-
ness—recall Plato’s condemnatory suspicions in the Republic of
imitations twice and thrice removed from the truth.12 Moreover,
in the Phaedrus Plato describes even the god of Olympus as
being only a bit better than humans at pursuing true hyper-Uran-
ian beauty.13 Although Oberon and Titania are not comparable to
the Olympian gods, they are still located on much higher rungs
on the ladder of love than humans. If Plato is to be believed, the
fairies can confer the benefits of love on those below them, while
they themselves also remain subject to the power of love.

Returning now to the play’s action: Oberon, hiding in the for-
est, observes Demetrius and Helena. Plato’s image of the mag-
netic chain of attraction from the Ion is the key to their behavior.14

Demetrius searches wildly for Hermia, despite being well aware
of the repugnance she feels for him; Helena meanwhile com-
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plains quite explicitly about the magnetic attraction that her
sometime lover still exerts on her. She is well aware of, but un-
affected by, his repeated claims to be sickened by the sight of her.
Demetrius is disgusted Helena’s masochistic appeal, “The more
you beat me, I will fawn on you: / Use me but as your spaniel,
spurn me, strike me, / neglect me, lose me; only give me leave, /
unworthy as I am, to follow you” (II.i.204-5). But this reaction,
she says, only increases her desire for him.

Oberon watches them leave, the maid in hot pursuit of the
man, and he feels sympathy for hapless Helena. He instructs
Puck, who has just returned with the magic juice, to apply some
of it to the eyes of the man in Athenian garb so that he will return
the affections the young woman he has just spurned. While Puck
is occupied in this task, Oberon will treat sleeping Titania’s eyes
in the same way. While the fairy king’s intentions toward his own
queen are clearly mischievous, he sincerely wishes to help poor
spurned Helena win back her beloved. Unfortunately, or perhaps
serendipitously, Puck sprinkles the flower-juice on Lysander as
he sleeps some distance away from Hermia following a minor
disagreement over whether or not it would be correct for them to
lie in repose beside each other. Then, as luck would have it, He-
lena comes by, still chasing Demetrius. She awakens Lysander
only to see him fall madly in love with her. Helena, in a self-pity-
ing mood after her encounter with Demetrius, believes that
Lysander is playing a cruel trick on her. She cannot understand
how else he would now speak so dismissively of his beloved Her-
mia, while lavishing the most fulsome praise on herself. Helena
then flees, hotly pursued by the newly ardent Lysander.

Meanwhile Hermia, waking up from a nightmare to find her-
self alone in the dark forest, panics. Certain that Lysander would
never have abandoned her, she is convinced that something quite
terrible has happened to him. By this time, however, her categor-
ical certainty about Lysander has been undermined, for the audi-
ence at least, both by the implicit sexual overture he made to her
and by the subliminal message in her dream of a serpent stealing
away with her heart. Hermia takes this a warning that Helena will
betray her, as indeed she has (though not in relation to Lysander).
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Here we begin to note that the course of their love will be com-
promised equally by their own characters and by the impediments
others will throw in their paths. Whatever their fate will be at the
play’s end, their mimetically idealized expectations of each other
will have been modified by these magically induced events. The
four lovers, trapped between the stifling laws of the city and the
mad passions released in the forest, are consumed in pairs, just
as Theseus’s Minotaur devours the pairs of young people in
Crete. As the second act ends, attention is drawn to Titania, who
slumbers in her bower. She too will soon awaken to find herself
drawn to a most unexpected erotic object. 

When the third act begins we are again reminded by the me-
chanicals’ elaborate precautions to avoid giving offense, that
Shakespeare too is conveying weighty and sensitive matters in
an allegorical fashion. Bottom begins the rehearsal by declaring
that some things in their comedy “will never please” (III.i.9). He
believes that gentle ladies in the audience will never bear the
sight of Pyramus killing himself. But, rather than leaving the
killing offstage as the Greeks would, Bottom proposes writing a
prologue that would dispel all fear by revealing not only that
Pyramus is not really killed, but also that Pyramus is actually
Bottom the Weaver. Further, since the sight of a lion would oc-
casion even greater fear, the lion should name himself and wear
a mask exposing half the actor’s face. As a final absurd precau-
tion, this fearful lion should expressly entreat the audience not
to show fear or even tremble as he comes before them; for that,
he should tell the onlookers, would be the pity of his life.

The players then address several ridiculous technical prob-
lems, with Bottom once again taking the lead. They consider how
to represent the moonlit night when Pyramus and Thisbe meet,
and decide it would be best for one to enter with a bush of thorns
and a lantern, saying “that he comes to disfigure or to present the
person of Moonshine” (III.i.51-53). Next, since the lovers speak
through a wall, Bottom proposes that another dress in materials
“that signify wall” and use his fingers to make a hairy, chalky
cranny through which Pyramus and Thisbe speak words of love
to each other (III.i.57-60). 
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While it is very clear that Shakespeare intends Bottom’s au-
dience to find these primitive representations hilarious, and in
the last instance even obscene, he fully expects, on the contrary,
that most of those in his own audience will be oblivious to his
taking similar—if markedly less absurd—precautions to obviate
offense and fear. He takes these measures in order to prevent his
audience from suspecting that they are being deceived. Just as
Helena should not have been convinced that Lysander and
Demetrius were mocking her intentionally, although they them-
selves in their separate delusions were quite sincere, Shakespeare
has to do all he can to prevent his audience from indulging in the
paranoid suspicion the playwright, or even the whole world, is
deliberately engaged in a conspiracy against them—as tempting
as such a conclusion may seem to their solipsistic egos. Shake-
speare takes great pains to reveal the extent to which coinci-
dences, accidents, and errors pervade the human world. Gods and
fairies seldom act with perfect foresight; more often, they are
scrambling to repair the damage done by blind chance, mortal
mistakes, and even their own well-intended plans.

The climax of A Midsummer Night’s Dream arrives when
Puck decides to place an ass’s head on Bottom. As a result of this
strange transformation the other players run away in terror and
the unsuspecting weaver is left alone with Titania. This fulfills
Oberon’s desire that his queen should fall madly in love with a
“vile thing” (II.ii.40) when she awakens to see Bottom with her
anointed eyes. Oberon’s aim is to embarrass Titania in order to
make her more willing to surrender to him her former favorite,
the little changeling boy. Yet, once again, while carrying out the
king’s instructions to the letter, Puck has somehow added an el-
ement of inspired randomness that produces unexpected results.
The “translated” Bottom somehow does not believe himself to
be changed in the least respect. His essential nature unchanged
by Puck’s trick, Bottom retains his characteristic aplomb and
does not give any credence to the fearful observations of Snout
and Quince that he is “changed” and “translated” (III.i.102-105).
He denies these allegations and refuses to be made an ass of,
telling Snout that he sees an ass’s head of his own—that is, Bot-
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tom sees that all other men are asses. His use of the word “ass”
in addressing both Snout and Quince also suggests that he does
not see himself in this light. Bottom believes that they are knav-
ishly trying to frighten him. He refuses to be frightened. Is he
more or less the ass for this? 

When Bottom begins to sing in order to show his fellow play-
ers that he is not afraid, he awakens Titania. Professing to be as
enchanted by Bottom’s singing as by his shape, the queen goes
on to declare that she has fallen in love with him at first sight.
He responds by telling her that, while she has little reason to feel
this way about him, he sees that “reason and love keep little com-
pany nowadays” (III.i.126-29). Bottom finds it a pity that some
honest folk cannot reconcile them, self-consciously owning that
he can “gleek” (III.i.129), or jest knowingly, on occasion; he is
perhaps laying claim to being that rare philosophical poet, one
capable of addressing the desires rationally. The enamored Tita-
nia then tells the asinine sage that he is as wise as he is beauti-
ful—a claim that cannot be faulted. Bottom modestly denies both
claims, adding that he would be quite satisfied with sufficient wit
to find his way out of the forest. Just like the lovers, Bottom un-
derstands that he is trapped in a maze, but he is unable to see that
he now resembles the original bull-headed denizen of the Cretan
labyrinth.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream is a retelling, and perhaps a rec-
tification, of the ancient Greek myth of Theseus and the Mino-
taur. Bottom is as strange a hybrid beast as the man with the head
of a bull that Theseus slew in Minos’s labyrinth. Because he is a
weaver, however, he is tied to the ball of string that Ariadne gave
to Theseus in order to help him escape from the maze. His double
nature is sewn together when Titania falls in love with him, and
she too expresses a double nature: she is both Ariadne, who pro-
vides Bottom with the way out of his predicament, and Pasiphaë,
the wife of Minos who falls in love with the bull of Poseidon.
How will Shakespeare’s Duke Theseus overcome the monster
Bottom in a manner that is consistent with comedy? Will he re-
tain the moral ambiguity of the original Theseus, who cleverly
outwitted the Minotaur to save his Athenian comrades but also
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betrayed his promise to marry Ariadne, leaving her behind on
an isolated island where she finally is rescued by the god Diony-
sus? Will Duke Theseus act in a similar way toward Bottom?
And will Dionysus, god of the theater, rescue him? 

While the love-stuck Titania is plying the amazed Bottom
with gifts, even promising to purge Bottom of his “mortal gross-
ness” and place at his disposal attendant fairies who will fetch
him “jewels from the deep” (III.i.139-142), the four young lovers
are rushing headlong into their own labyrinth—the labyrinth of
undifferentiated confusion into which they have been led by their
impulsive passions. 

At the beginning Helena and Hermia were best friends
(III.ii.199-220). This relationship mirrors the pure friendship en-
joyed by Titania and the changeling boy’s mother. Duke The-
seus’s appropriation of the changeling reminds us that the original
Theseus violently snatched Hippolyta from her Amazon king-
dom. This is why the Amazon invasion of Athens, which, as men-
tioned earlier, does not occur in A Midsummer Nights Dream,
becomes a significant non-event. Instead of an angry female re-
action to male violence, the play substitutes the quarrel between
Hermia and Helena that erupts towards the end of Act III, scene
ii. Their forthcoming marriages alienate them from each other.
Their female sisterhood is fractured by the approaching demands
of sexuality and childrearing. The breast takes precedence over
the heart. Moreover, friendship, the candid sharing of souls, is
about to be replaced by the demands of economic necessity and
patriarchal power. (Patriarchal tyranny over womens’ lives is rep-
resented, as suggested earlier, in the figure of Egeus. Recall
Lysander’s angry jab at Demtrius: “You have her father love,
Demetrius; / Let me have Hermia’s: do you marry him” [I.i.93-
94]. Lysander is unacceptable to Egeus precisely because he has
wooed Hermia directly, rather than submitting to Egeus’s patri-
archal rule over his daughter’s life.)

While it is certain that Demetrius becomes interested in Her-
mia after successfully wooing Helena, it is not clear whether this
occurred before or after Lysander gained Hermia’s love. In either
case, the bond between the two women had been broken. As
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Hermia and Helena progress from childhood friendship to ado-
lescent romance to parentally approved marriage, they move
away from genuine friendship toward the social roles that stifle
self-realization.

Perhaps this move toward conventional roles could also ex-
plain Demetrius’s attraction to Hermia. If his conventional rela-
tionship with the beautiful but rather passive Helena became
dissatisfying, he would naturally seek the wonderful qualities that
his fiancée praised so highly in her friend. (To paraphrase the
song from Two Gentlemen of Verona, “Who is Hermia? what is
she, / that Helen so commends her?”) 

By contrast, Lysander’s romance with Hermia, by virtue of
being disapproved by her father, may not yet have been soured
by familiarity or proximity. Short, dark, and thus less attractive
by normal standards of beauty, Hermia certainly seems to possess
more spirit than the somewhat masochistic Helena. Yet she will
be shocked to discover that Lysander’s attraction to her, despite
his apologies when she refuses to let him sleep beside her, is ul-
timately sexual in nature. He is not seeking a friend in marriage,
but a sexual partner. This natural urge toward marriage turns out
to be even less fulfilling than the conventional one to Hermia,
and perhaps to anyone who has shared true friendship with an-
other soul. 

It is all too easy to see how Lysander, after being spurned by
Hermia, finds the more physically endowed Helena to be more
attractive. On the other hand, Demetrius, whose sole reason for
being drawn to Hermia has been mimetic, loses interest in her
the moment he finds that Lysander is now drawn to Helena. This
fact makes her rise in stature in his eyes. Demetrius makes the
mistake Socrates points out in the Euthyphro: to him, Helena is
not loved because she is inherently desirable; she is loved be-
cause another person loves her.15 Whatever inherently desirable
qualities Hermia may possess, they become invisible to
Demetrius when he sees that Helena is loved by Lysander. 
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Though Hermia may be a far better object of mimetic desire,
once Oberon anoints Demetrius with the magic juice, he only has
eyes for Helena. When Puck brings Helena to meet the now en-
chanted Demetrius, he is delighted to find that she has Lysander
in tow. As Demetrius sleeps, Helena bitterly denounces Lysander
for his treachery. By using the very oaths he swore before Hermia
to now pledge his love to her, he is only proving that he is just as
false now as he was then. Things only get worse when Demetrius
wakes up. When he too professes his undying love, Helena smells
a rat. She believes mistakenly that both Lysander and Demetrius
are playing a cruel joke on her (note how this runs parallel to Bot-
tom’s belief that the other players were trying to trick him!). She
is rightly convinced, however, that the feelings they profess are
not genuine. Their praise is for an idea rather than a real person;
they are not talking about her at all. Being the masochist she is,
Helena would rather be hated honestly than endure this kind of
rhetoric. She is also convinced that all this is part of their rivalry
for Hermia’s hand. While both Lysander and Demetrius deny this
charge, Hermia reappears, and Helena tells the two men that they
now have a chance to prove their claim before Hermia in person.
(Quite unlike Bottom, Helena has real difficulty accepting any
good fortune.)

With Hermia’s return matters reach a climax. First Lysander
brutally tells her that Helena’s beauty took him from her side,
and then Helena herself accuses a stunned Hermia of being a part
of a cruel conspiracy. Sadly recalling the blissful childhood years
they spent together as the closest of friends, growing together
“with two seeming bodies but one heart” (III.ii.215)—a state not
unlike that of Aristophanes’s circle-men of Plato’s Symposium—
Hermia accuses of Helena of betraying not just herself, but all
women. The distinction between true friendship and mimetic love
is now perfectly clear: in fact, A Midsummer Night’s Dream does
not depict one instance of true reciprocated love. Hermia’s
amazement at Lysander’s betrayal is redoubled when she finds
that Demetrius, whom she has just roundly abused for pursuing
her, has now returned his affections to her antipodes—the despi-
cable Helena. Her world has been inverted. 
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Even after Hermia states her astonishment at these accusa-
tions—“I am amazèd at your passionate words” (III.ii.221—an-
other reference to a maze—Helena reiterates her charge of
conspiracy, drops a dark hint about death, and tries to leave.
When Lysander attempts to prevent her departure, calling her
“my love, my life, my soul,” (III.ii.247), Demetrius claims to love
her more and challenges him to a duel. Hermia then seeks to pre-
vent Lysander from pursuing Helena, only to hear Lysander call
her an “Ethiope” and a “tawny Tartar” for her darker complexion,
and a “serpent” whom he will shake off as she clings to him
(III.ii.257-264). Worse, when Demetrius charges him with not
being really in love with Helena, Lysander haughtily responds
that he will not kill such a worthless thing as Hermia just to prove
his feelings towards Helena. 

Nothing in her past life has prepared Hermia for this. Asking
him what can harm her more than hate, she asks “Am I not Her-
mia, are you not Lysander?” Yet her words “I am as fair as I was
erstwhile” (II.ii.274-275) do not recognize that beauty resides in
the eye and not in the object itself. This is why she, formerly
thought fair, is now but a dark tawny “Ethiope.” When Hermia
goes on to accuse Helena of having literally seduced Lysander,
maybe recalling too late his wish to sleep with her, Helena then
calls her a “puppet” (III.ii.289). Although Helena means “decep-
tive,” outraged Hermia takes this as a reference to her height.
Dubbing poor Helena a “painted maypole,” (II.ii.297) Hermia
claims she is yet tall enough to scratch her eyes out. Helena then
says that she will take her folly back to Athens. Her only fault,
in her eyes, was to betray the lovers’ plan to Demetrius whom
she still loves despite his offenses. When she declares her fear of
Hermia (“She was a vixen when she went to school / And though
she be but little, she is fierce [III.ii.325-326]) both young men
prepare to come to blows over who will defend her. 

Now Oberon and Puck decide to step in. Puck denies that he
is to blame for the pandemonium but admits to being gladdened
by the “jangling” (III.ii.354). Oberon instructs him to separate
the two angry young men from each other by imitating their
voices in turn until they fall asleep, exhausted by chasing after
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illusions. Puck must then crush an antidote to the “love in idle-
ness” in Lysander’s eyes, restoring his normal way of seeing
things. Oberon claims that this will take away “all error”
(III.ii.369) from his sight, and he declares that when the lovers
awaken, they will believe that everything they have seen and
done was nothing but a dream. He is sure that once back in
Athens they will be reunited “with league whose date till death
shall never end” (III.ii.374). While Puck attends to that, Oberon
will wheedle the changeling away from Titania before undoing
the spell on her and restoring peace to all things. 

At this point, Puck urges Oberon to hurry before the daybreak,
as ghosts flee from the first rays of the sun. But Oberon corrects
him, saying that “we are spirits of another sort” (III.ii.389), who
need not fear the glorious day. It is as though Puck represents
something older and a shade darker; more mischievous than Ariel,
he is also a pagan force of chaos and disruption. There is a bit of
Mephistopheles in Puck; he inadvertently serves the ends of good-
ness, despite seeking to fool, trip and disrupt.16 While this residual
pagan element seems to interfere with and interrupt both the per-
fection of God’s creation and the order of the city, there is a vital
sense in which Puckishness saves what is joyful and spontaneous,
and thus truly human, from the rules, rites, and routines of
preachers, prudes, and prigs. Although he acted at Oberon’s bid-
ding, Puck can take pride in his masterpiece of confusion—the
translated Bottom is Puck’s finest creation. 

While the lovers sleep in the woods, Act IV finds Titania,
in her own words, “doting” on Bottom while her four attendant
fairies cater to his every whim. After he has been fed, scratched
and serenaded, Titania sends her fairies away and Bottom falls
asleep in her arms. Shakespeare—at least as tactful in his con-
sideration of his audience’s sensibilities as is Bottom of his au-
dience—presents no overt signs of a sexual encounter between
Bottom and Titania. But the connection to the myth of the
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Minotaur dispels the possibility that their union is purely pla-
tonic. According to the original story, Pasiphaë’s mad desire for
the bull of Poseidon prompted her to have Daedalus build her
a portable wooden cow, within which she could position herself
in order to copulate with the bull.

Oberon and Puck arrive to find Bottom cradled in Titania’s
arms, and Oberon feels pity for her. After securing custody of the
changeling boy, he no longer feels the need to continue the farce.
He drops the juice on Titania’s eyes to remove the magic, then he
orders Puck to remove the ass’s head so Bottom may return to
Athens and “think no more of this night’s accidents / But as the
fierce vexation of a dream” (IV.i.66). Titania wakes and tells
Oberon of a most strange vision: “Methought I was enamored of
an ass,” though once awake she exclaims, “mine eyes do loath his
visage now!” (IV.i.73,76). While Bottom sleeps on, his head re-
moved, the king and queen dance and are reconciled. They will
now bless the union of Theseus and Hippolyta. It is a fair inference
that, had this interlude in the woods with Bottom not taken place,
the royal pair would not have been reconciled, the marriage would
not have been graced by their presence, and the bloody Amazon
invasion, symbol of sexual strife, would have come to pass.

Meanwhile, Theseus and Hippolyta, while hunting in the for-
est, find all four lovers asleep. When Egeus finds out that
Lysander and Hermia were fleeing Athens in defiance of his will,
he asks Theseus to punish them, looking to Demetrius for sup-
port. Yet Demetrius confesses that his desire for Hermia has
“melted as the snow” (IV.i.163). Recalling this passion as he
would a sickness, he barely remembers or feels it now. Helena is
again the sole object of his love. This frees Theseus to decree that
the two couples shall be married along with him that very day.
This should be welcome news, yet the lovers are still in shock. 

When the four lovers are alone, they canvass one another’s
memories and find, as Hermia puts it, that “everything seems
double” (IV.i.187). In other words, no identity is as stable as it
was a night ago when she was Hermia and he Lysander. Like-
wise, Helena reflects that she has “found Demetrius like a jewel,
mine own and not mine own” (IV.i.188). We all have deeper iden-
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tities that cannot be owned even by ourselves, let alone by others.
While Lysander, who was twice enchanted, has very little to say,
it seems to Demetrius that they are still asleep and yet dreaming.
As he observed earlier, things once indubitably certain now seem
distant and mutable “Like far-off mountains turnèd into clouds”
(IV.i.185). All that they are certain of is Theseus’s order that they
follow him to the temple. To Demetrius, only this proves that
they are awake. In essence, it is by the temple, the cave, and the
city—for all three are equivalent—that the uncertainties of the
nightmare in the forest are safely secured. This is why they
meekly return to the cave, despite knowing full well that they
shadows they behold there have unsuspected depths. The four of
them will no doubt fashion an agreeable account of what hap-
pened to them in due time. 

And then there’s Bottom. He was never truly lost in the bot-
tomless ambiguity of the enchanted wood because he’s his own
bottom. The “bottom” is the piece of wood around which a
skein of thread is wound, so that Bottom is connected, as we
said, to Ariadne’s thread. Bottom is able to exit from his en-
chanted confusion because of his ability to thread his way
through many different roles. Though comically ignorant, he is
nonetheless self-possessed, ingenious, and imaginative, and
these qualities lead him through his labyrinthine trials success-
fully, even as he playfully mangles all the roles he steps into.
After meeting Titania—an experience more supernatural than
anything the lovers undergo—Bottom is indeed purged of his
“mortal grossness,” as Titania promised. And yet he has enough
“bottom” to take up all the jewels that Titania’s fairies bring
him from the depths of the ocean.

Bottom’s appearance is deceptive, even to the spirits. Puck
ridiculed Bottom’s wit. Oberon confidently expected that the
ass-headed monster would forget everything about his wild
night in the woods. But they both seriously underestimated the
worth of humble weaver. A man who is stable and “bottomed,”
or self-contained, who can assume the humiliating mask of ass’s
head to hide his gravity, is not to be scorned if he is a master of
the royal art of weaving—that is, of statesmanship. Only such
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a person can guide us safely through the dark woods of imagi-
nation and the subterranean cave of opinion. 

It is unclear whether Theseus, when he discovers the four
young lovers, ignores Bottom or whether Bottom is invisible to
him. In any case, Bottom’s experiences from that night in the
woods far surpass the lovers’ experiences. The lovers have only
encountered Hegel’s “bad infinite”—the anarchic possibilities
that haunt the soul on a dark night—but Bottom has seen things
sublime and trans-rational. Since he was never enchanted—it was
Titania who was magically induced to fall in love with him—he
does not need to be disenchanted; Oberon simply orders Puck to
“take off this head” (IV.i.77). Despite being discovered in the
queen’s arms, Bottom escapes punishment by being taken for an
ass. What would Elizabeth’s father Henry VIII have made of this
lèse majesté?

When Bottom awakens from his fairy-induced slumber, he
at first believes that no time has elapsed at all and that he is still
awaiting his cue in the play. Then he realizes that something has
happened to him: “I have had a most rare vision. I have had a
dream—past the wit of man to say what dream it was. Man is but
an ass if he go about to expound this dream” (IV.i.199-202). Bot-
tom sees that he lacks the categories to describe his experience.
Instead, dipping into the stores of his memory, he produces a gar-
bled version of 1 Corinthians 2:9 to describe the inability to de-
scribe his dream: “The eye of man hath not heard, the ear of man
/ hath not seen, man’s hand is not able to taste, his / tongue to
conceive, nor his heart to report what /my dream was” (IV.i.211-
14). Shakespeare prudently stops Bottom from continuing on to
the next verse of the scripture, which details the blessings God
has prepared for us—that would be a blasphemous comparison
between Titania’s bounty and God’s. Instead, Bottom will “get
Peter Quince to write a / ballet [ballad] of this dream: it shall be
called Bottom’s / Dream, because it hath no bottom.” (IV.i.214-
16). And he will sing it after Thisbe dies, presumably because his
vision provides intimations of a glorious afterlife. Perhaps his
mystical vision will be the metaphysical basis of any future
comedies Bottom himself may create.
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Act V begins with Theseus and Titania discussing the four
young lovers’ account of their recollections from the preceding
night. The act is strikingly undramatic: nothing significant hap-
pens. So deliberately flat an ending seems to demand that we shift
from action to interpretation. Our focus goes from Helen to Her-
mes, from the enchantments of love to questions of hermeneutics.
It is amusing to see two well-known figures from mythology ar-
guing over how much credence should be given to “antique sto-
ries” and “fairy toys” (V.i.3)—especially when Theseus uses
images from Socrates’s palinode in Plato’s Phaedrus, where the
philosopher defends divine madness and poetic inspiration. As if
to drive this point home, Theseus speaks of how “The poet’s eye
in full frenzy rolling, / doth glance from heaven to earth, from
earth to heaven” (V.i.12-13). This image derives from Plato’s
Symposium, in which Socrates recounts what Diotima told him
about Eros, the child of Need and Plenty.17 In A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, the child of need and plenty would correspond to
any offspring of the union between Bottom and Titania, who
would represent a weaving together of the human and divine
realms.

Since the matter of Theseus’s argument only serves to un-
weave its content, Shakespeare urges us to agree with Hippolyta
when she points out that the harmony of the four tales “More
witnesseth than fancy’s images / And grows to something of
great constancy [consistency]” (V.i.25-26): the stories are not
merely the fanciful products of over-heated imaginations. While
Theseus denounces the tendency of humans to exaggerate—
“How easy is a bush supposed a bear!” (V.i.22), this only makes
it harder for us to accept his own heroic, but no doubt exagger-
ated, deeds. It seems as if he kills monsters by denying that they
exist. This daylight dilution of night’s truths, anticipating the
Enlightenment’s tendency to disparage everything that cannot
be measured, strengthens the very irrationality it tries to contain.
Theseus’s hyper-rationality may well have caused the threat of
the Amazon invasion, which happily has been averted. Largely
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thanks to Bottom’s intervention, nothing happens. As W. H.
Auden put it, “Poetry makes nothing happen.”18 The curse of
reification has been lifted from nature.

When Theseus is asked to choose among several alternative
forms of entertainment to fill the three hours before supper and
bed, it is clear that his strong preference is for comedy—and the
more banal the better—over epic, tragedy or lyric. This is quite
consistent with the tendency to reduce a bear to a bush, or turn
the Minotaur into an amazed ass. The first three choices offered
by the master of revels are (1) the battle with the Centaurs, (2)
the murder of Orpheus by the Bacchae, and (3) a lament over
the decline of learning by the nine muses. Theseus rejects the
first two: he has told Hippolyta about the one and already seen
the other. When the third choice is thought too satirical for the
day, all that remains is our “tedious brief scene” Pyramus and
Thisbe, of “very tragical mirth” (V.i.56-57). So the Duke
chooses it, albeit over the strong objections of Philostrate. The
strange combination of comedy and tragedy that is contained in
the promise of “tragical mirth” probably has more to do with
Theseus’s aristocratic predilection of finding amusement in un-
intended buffoonery than with Socrates’s assertion in the Sym-
posium that the art of making tragedies is also the art of making
comedies.19

Even after being informed that the play both “tedious and
brief” (V.i.58), and only comic in that it is likely to be poorly
performed, Theseus is determined to favor the rude mechanicals
with his patronage. Hippolyta expressed a reluctance to see the
simple-minded players embarrassed undertaking a task that is
beyond their capacities, but Theseus replies that the audience
ought not to incline toward harsh criticism: “Our sport shall be
to take what they mistake: / And what poor duty cannot do, noble
respect / Takes it in might, not merit” (V.i.90, 92). But the intent
to judge the players by their “might”—by their widow’s mite,
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one might say—fails, even though Theseus claims that he has
the power to see beyond appearances:

Where I have come, great clerks have purposèd
To greet me with premeditated welcomes,
Where I have seen them shiver and look pale,
Make periods in the midst of sentences,
Throttle their practiced accent in their fears,
And in conclusion dumbly have broke off,
Not paying me a welcome. Trust me, sweet,
Out of this silence yet I picked a welcome,
And in the modesty of fearful duty
I read as much as from the rattling tongue
Of saucy and audacious eloquence.
Love, therefore, and tongue-tied simplicity
In least speak most, to my capacity. (V.i.87-99)

But this self-estimate is not accurate: the play is so bad that it
cannot help but elicit derisive comments even from Theseus. He
cannot get beyond reductive charity. Though he wishes to make
the meaningless speech of the rough artisans orderly, he lacks the
imagination to see that Bottom at least is pointing towards some-
thing that far exceeds the capacities of his station in the shadow
world of the cave. To Theseus, art is a diversion from reality,
filled with impractical ideals and impossible dreams, that must
be tolerated by a kind of benign neglect—which is precisely the
attitude that Theseus bestows on the mechanical.

Since the Duke does not allow Bottom speak his epilogue,
Shakespeare’s audiences must imagine it for themselves. The
contours of this epilogue are clear enough: first, it must conclude
the mechanicals’ rendition of Pyramus and Thisbe; second, it
must explain A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and third, it must also
explain Bottom’s mystical vision. This is why Bottom wants to
place it after Thisbe’s death: it has to reveal what lies beyond
death, what sustains life, and what justifies love. Bottom’s epi-
logue is the “bottom line” to be extracted form his near-death ex-
perience with Titania.

There are clear parallels between Theseus/Oberon and Hip-
polyta/Titania. This is why the four roles are almost always
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played by the same pair of actors. The male power of reason im-
periously believes that it can censor, control, and shape the
thoughts of the disordered female soul. But through his mystical
vision, Bottom has been initiated into a suprarational wisdom by
Titania. Can this wisdom be stolen from him as easily as Oberon
tricked Titania or Theseus raped Hippolyta? A Midsummer
Night’s Dream trusts the power of drama to resurrect visions long
forgotten by seers and heroes. “The best are but shadows and the
worst are no worse if imagination amend them” (V.i.208-209). It
must be the audience’s imagination, not the actor’s, that redeems
the poet in the cave. Every time A Midsummer Night’s Dream is
performed, it becomes the vehicle, being ridden by an ass,
through which salvation may enter the world.

Theseus cannot see that art bestows deeper meaning on
human life than order. The wall dividing Pyramus and Thisbe
represents the strife between reason and desire, between philos-
ophy and poetry, city and theatre, law and will, civilized religion
and pagan nature. The role of Lion, who threatens to destroy
Pyramus and Thisbe, was one of those coveted by Bottom; it too
stands for the Minotaur, the monster that devours young lovers
in the dark labyrinth of desire that is nature. Yet it is the translated
Bottom who finds that Titania, the feminine principle at the heart
of nature, is far from monstrous. It takes imagination and charity,
qualities Bottom possesses in abundance, to reconcile principles
that seem to be separate and opposed. But this is precisely why
Theseus, acting in the name of the male principle that dominates
the city, must overcome overcome the horned beast by denial,
standing on his claim to have slain the Minotaur. The truth re-
vealed in A Midsummer Night’s Dream seems to be this: Men like
Lysander and Demetrius become horned monsters when they are
trapped in the labyrinthine coils of desires they cannot own or
even recognize. Their paramount ambition is to possess the
women they love and maintain their amour propre; that is to say,
they only want to know other souls as objects, without genuinely
trying to behold them as independent selves. But to burn with
unloving passion avails us nothing. To quote St. Paul, though in
a slightly different sense than he intended it, “Though I give my
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body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me nothing.”20

Despite his ignorance, Bottom, having been opened up to the
grace of Nature by Titania, sees much further than the lovers.

By comparison, they wear the heads of asses. True beholding
of another self creates a loving obligation to protect and nurture
the inner life of the other’s soul. One sees into that soul, as it
were, through the eyes of a god. One the one hand, a love like
this is infinitely preferable to the sort of “love” that motivates
Egeus’s feudal claims over his daughter Hermia, who is for him
“but as a form in wax, / By him imprinted and within his power
/ to leave the figure or disfigure it” (I.i.49-51). On the other hand,
because of the godlike glance into the other’s soul, a Christian
audience may well be inclined to regard it as blasphemous.

Other elements of Bottom’s epilogue would have to clarify
the various ways in which love can go wrong. One way is that
lustful or selfish love, in seeking spiritual support for its desires,
falls into despair when the poetry it gets hold of is bad. Another
way is that abstract reason, in seeking to domesticate the untamed
aspects of eros, falls into nihilism. To avoid these and similar er-
rors, the passions must be educated by poetry—not manipulated,
as Oberon does, or rejected, as Theseus does. It is true that well-
crafted laws can mitigate or even remove the possessiveness in-
herent in some kinds of selfish love (such as the property rights
Egeus claims over Hermia). Indeed, such laws can help to ensure
equality and even aid in the perennial human struggle to climb
out of the cave. But neither law nor logos is easily taught to
lovers. It would be better, if fate allows, to attend to our own
soul’s need for love before being gripped by the passions. Our
own soul’s unique charity for itself is to become equal to itself,
to see itself clearly and love itself for what it truly is. This is the
preparation that makes us capable of dealing with our passions
competently. And the test of success in this preparation is to return
to the cave—as Bottom returned to Theseus’s court after his mys-
tical vision, or as Socrates willingly entered the courtroom to de-
liver his apology—bringing love, disorder, erotically charged
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chaos, and “mirthful tragedy” to our fellow humans rather than
submitting to the reductive comedy of life constrained by generic
rationality. To draw an example from another magical play: It is
surely thus, after consolidating his mystical wisdom, that Prospero
returns to Milan as its Duke after the events of The Tempest.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream is as anarchic a carnival, we
must imagine, as Bottom’s mystical vision must have been. Its
mad antics and category-crossing magic represent the way of
wonder, an approach to a wisdom that cannot be contained within
the rational confines of the logos. This wisdom, the wisdom of
the spirit, comforts and inspires us when we reach the limits of
the logos. 

Spirit works in the spectral forests encircling the sublime, in
the element of amazed ignorance; wonder is its vehicle, enliven-
ing us much more vitally than anything or anyone we may try to
possess. Its counterpart, logos, works with abstract categories,
trying to convince us that the divine is not deeply irrational, nor
jealous, nor unjust; but its reassuring arguments fail to convince,
because they fly in the face of human experience. Spirit, on the
contrary, addresses the passions, the absurdities, the savageries,
and the secrets of the individual soul—its struggles have more in
common with Dostoevsky’s novels than with Hegel’s System.
Each individual soul’s passage through the dark woods of imag-
ination is different, and all are dialectical in the sense that the
traveler learns as much from error as from truth. Similarly, love’s
benefits come from giving, forgiving, losing, and laughing: these
acts strengthen and liberate the soul, whereas their contraries—
taking, accusing, winning, and excessive seriousness—weaken
and strangle it. A Midsummer Night’s Dream is a feast for the
soul, and we leave it with richer eyes, emptier hands, and longer
ears. Only a beautiful ass can save us.
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